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IV IV 
LiteratiLiterati  and the Realm of Spirits 

Whyy did so many Thai turn to King Chulalongkorn eighty years af-
terr his death? What did the King Chulalongkorn cult have to offer 
abovee the wide array of cults around spirits, monks, and deities that 
alwayss have been part and parcel of Thai popular religiosity? Were 
theree any particular societal circumstances of the last decade of the 
20thh century that formed the seedbed of the King Chulalongkorn 
cult?? In search for an answer to these questions it might be tempting 
too look for novel elements in the cult itself. These novel elements 
couldd then perhaps point us to the roots of its success. 

Soo far, we have encountered no central concept, need, or be-
lieff  in the cult which is entirely new or solely related to King Chu-
lalongkorn.. The beneficent effect of the merit of moral Buddhist 
kingss on subject and society is a central concept in Theravada Bud-
dhism.. Modernity and independence have been vital elements of 
Thainesss since the early twentieth century, when Thai nationalist 
ideologyy began to take shape. Thus apparently, in order to explain 
thee recent popularity of the cult, we need to look beyond the con-
tentss and practices of the cult itself. This requires a wider socio-
politicall  perspective than the cases of individuals, organisations and 
groupss worshipping King Chulalongkorn that have been discussed 
soo far. For, although almost all of these cases can be understood 
againstt the background of the hegemonic Thai nationalist ideology, 
actuall  political, social and/or economic circumstances do not come 
intoo sight. 

Inn this chapter, therefore, I wil l widen my focus beyond the 
Kingg Chulalongkorn cult as such, by examining how political and 
socio-economicc developments of the second half of the twentieth 
centuryy are reflected in changes in Thai popular religiosity. I wil l 
presentt several cases illustrating the mutual interaction between po-
liticall  and religious discourse, including the influence of global 
politicss on these discourses. The role of one particular elite network 
inn shaping these interactions will be taken as a lead. I wil l seek to 
convincee the reader that the modern spiritual discourse created by 
thiss small elite - a blend of spirituality, not only with politics, but 
alsoo with science - makes participating in cults, including the King 
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Chulalongkornn cult, viable for a far wider group of modern-minded 
middlee class Thai. One of the purposes of this chapter will be to 
situatee the King Chulalongkorn cult amidst other expressions of 
Thaii  popular religiosity, such as millenarianism and the cults of 
veneratedd monks. 

II  will start by bringing in one specific aspect of Thai urban-
ity,, and of the Thai middle class in particular: its substantively Chi-
nesee background. The predominance of Sino-Thai in the urban 
middlee class makes that this group largely shapes urban middle 
classs culture and places its stamp on middle class religiosity as well. 
II  will only briefly elaborate on this topic, since my research was fo-
cusedd neither on 'Chineseness' nor 'Sino-Thainess.' 

Sino-ThaiSino-Thai religiosity and morality 

Withh regard to the Chinese minorities in Thailand, much has been 
writtenn on migration and assimilation histories, business success, 
andd the enduring impact of these groups on the Thai economy. In 
thiss literature, the successful assimilation of the Chinese in Thailand 
(inn comparison with other Southeast-Asian countries) is often a cen-
trall  focus. This approach, however, is problematic as it 'downplays' 
thee continuity and significance of Sino-Thai ethnicity in Thai soci-
ety.11 To escape from the assimilation discourse, Bao (1995) intro-
ducess a cultural concept of Sino-Thai ethnic identity. Instead of 
attemptingg to define 'Chinese*  or 'Sino-Thai' in terms of descent 
andd degree of assimilation into Thai society (cf. Skinner 1957; 
Coughlinn 1960), Bao advocates a perception of Sino-Thai ethnic 
identityy in terms of ethics and morality, by which she means '(...) 
thee rules and actions of moral conduct derived from Thai Buddhism 
andd Chinese Confucianism' (1995:62). Sino-Thai identify with eth-
icss and ritual symbols derived from both Chinese culture and Thai 
culture.. 'For family or business affiliations, the Sino-Thai tend to 

11 First of all, the generic use of the label 'Chinese' or 'Sino-Thai' is problematic 
andd misleading (Bao 1995; Walwipha 1995). Among the Chinese in Thailand, 
theree is a large heterogeneity in place of origin, dialect, and cultural practices. 
Thee migration history and ethnicity of the Chinese in Southern Thailand differs 
greatlyy from, for example, that of the Chinese whose ancestors migrated to Bang-
kok,, and equally different are their assimilation histories and relations with the 
Thaii  (Walwipha 1995:50-51). 
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stresss Confucian beliefs, such as filial  piety, diligence and thrifti-
ness.. But when it comes to politics or proper social demeanor, the 
Sino-Thaii  emphasise their loyalty to the Thai monarchy, belief in 
accumulatingg merit and emulate the polite Thai manner in posture 
andd speech' (ibid.)- It is this combination of elements of Thai Bud-
dhismm and Chinese Confucianism around which Sino-Thai ethnic 
identityy is constructed. 

Bao'ss insights regarding the importance of ethics and moral-
ityy in the construction of Sino-Thai ethnic identity help us to under-
standd why engagement in religious activities is important in this 
group.. Many cults or religious ceremonies that recently have be-
comee popular throughout Thailand are of an explicitly Sino-Thai 
background,, such as the cult of the Chinese goddess Chao Mae 
Kuann Im (Kuan Yin) or the annual Vegetarian Food Festival. The 
Kingg Chulalongkorn cult does not belong to this category, although 
Sino-Thaii  interpretations (the king as a Bodhisattva) have become 
intrinsicc elements of the cult. 

Thee appeal of Sino-Thai culture to other city dwellers can 
partlyy be explained by the inclination of those longing for middle 
classs status to adopt 'tokens' of middle class culture - by implica-
tion,, distinctive elements of Sino-Thai culture. Sino-Thai ethics are 
thee pivotal elements of this culture, and hence the more appealing to 
aspiringg outsiders. This helps us understand why present-day cults 
andd other religious phenomena appeal to the wide group of Thai 
withh a 'Chinese' or 'Sino-Thai' background, as well as to large 
numberss of Thai who do not belong to this group. People participat-
ingg in rituals, ceremonies, or cults define for themselves whether 
theirr engagement is an act of merit making (a 'Thai' interpretation), 
ann act of purification (a 'Chinese' interpretation), or both (a 'syn-
cretic'' interpretation). The differences or contradictions in interpre-
tationn or motivation are irrelevant: overt engagement in religious 
activitiess has become an urban Thai cultural style, which is well ex-
emplifiedd by the King Chulalongkorn cult. 

TheThe Prayers Society 

Oncee again, I return to the 1996 Chulalongkorn Day celebrations, 
thiss time the celebrations at the equestrian statue on Thursday, Oc-
toberr 24. These celebrations were organised by the Prayers Society, 
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ann organisation dedicated to praying daily at royal monuments for 
thee sake of peace, the monarchy, and the nation. For  a major  part, 
thiss chapter  deals with the history of the Prayers Society, highlight-
ingg the role of elite members of this group and their  wider  networks. 
II  have chosen to pay ample attention to the Prayers Society for  two 
reasons.. First, the organisation is one of the many faces of the King 
Chulalongkornn cult, interweaving its own ritual s and narratives into 
thee cult. The Prayers Society significantly influences the King Chu-
lalongkornn cult through the organised worshipping sessions at the 
equestriann statue on Thursday evenings. Second, the winding path 
off  the Prayers Society through almost four  decades of Thai history 
offerss a rare view on the interaction between politics and popular 
religiosityy over  an extended period of time. The account of the 
genesiss of the Prayers Society and their  religious teachings wil l not 
onlyy help us to understand the background and context of the King 
Chulalongkornn cult, but also to relate this cult to the veneration for 
Kingg Bhumibol, which wil l be the subject of Chapter  V. 

ChantingChanting for the monarchy 

Inn the late afternoon of Tuesday, October  22, 1996, I met Mr . 
Prasertt  Sukhothanang at the equestrian monument of King Chu-
lalongkorn.. Mr . Prasert was there to invite worshippers for  a cere-
monyy in honour  of King Chulalongkorn to be organised on the next 
Thursdayy evening. He invited me too, introducing himself as a 
memberr  of the organising committee of the Jinapanjara Suttam 
Prayerss Society (Chomrom Suatmon Phrakhatha Chinnapan-
chon/Socielychon/Sociely for  Chanting the Venerable Chinnapanchon Formula). 
Hee told me that the Jinapanjara Suttam Prayers Society - hereafter 
calledd the 'Prayers Society' - had organised its first  evening praying 
sessionn at the equestrian statue on Chulalongkorn Day 1993, and 
thatt  a session had been held at the monument every Thursday since. 

Onn the 24th, around 8 PM, a large number  of people, to my 
estimatee about one thousand, had come to join the ceremony. They 
weree sitting on sheets of blue plastic, many of them dressed in 
white.. The organisation had invited five monks from the Marbl e 
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Templee (Wat Benchamabophit)2 and four visiting monks from Sri 
Lankaa to give their blessings and to chant Pali-texts, this in addition 
too what I later learned to be the standard one-hour chanting and 
prayingg program described below.3 From a leaflet distributed by the 
organisationn I learned that apart from the Thursday sessions at the 
equestriann statue of King Chulalongkorn, weekly chanting was con-
ductedd at the equestrian monument of King Taksin on Saturdays, at 
thee statue of King Vadjiravudh (Rama VI) on Wednesdays, and at 
thee statue of King Phra Phutthaya Yodfa (Rama I) on Fridays. The 
samee program was conducted on Sunday afternoons at the Prayers 
Society'ss Headquarters.4 

Thee whole event left me puzzled. What kind of organisation 
hadd I met? Was it governmental or Buddhist? From where came this 
ideaa of chanting at royal monuments? What were they praying actu-
ally?? What did King Chulalongkorn have to do with it? And, last 
butt not least, what kind of people did participate? To find an answer 
too these questions I joined the chanting at the monuments for sev-
erall  weeks, engaged in conversations with participants, volunteers, 
andd leaders and visited the Headquarters. Furthermore, the Prayers 
Societyy kindly provided me with many leaflets, newspapers, and 
books,, all published by its own publishing house. Later I found sev-
erall  other books published by the organisation at the major book-
storess in Bangkok and Chiang Mai. 

Withinn a few weeks Mr. Prasert gave me a partial - and un-
expectedd - answer to the first two questions. As promised, he sent 
mee some information on the Prayers Society, among which a book-
lett compiled by himself, titled: Fighter for Humanity, A Summary: 
AriyawansoAriyawanso Bhikkhu (Prof. Dr Suchart Kosolkitiwong). The name 
Suchartt Kosolkitiwong was familiar to me through an article by Pe-
terr Jackson (1989) on a religious movement - the Samnak Pu Sa-

22 The Marble Temple is one of the most prestigious royal temples in Bangkok. It 
wass built to the orders of King Chulalongkorn in 1899 after a design of Prince 
Naris.. The temple is renowned as being a blend of Thai, Chinese, and European 
architecturee and is executed in marble imported from Italy. 
33 The standard program is conducted without any involvement of monks. 
44 Also in some provincial towns small praying groups have been established. In 
thee Northeastern city Khorat, for instance, a group of twenty people gather every 
Saturdayy at the statue of Thao Suranaree, a local heroine who is believed to have 
playedd a crucial role in defeating Lao invaders in 1826. 
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wanfflupphawanffluppha Sawan - established by Suchart in 1966.5 According 
too Jackson the movement had collapsed. Suchart had been prose-
cutedd in 1981 on charges of illegally occupying state land 
(ibid::  163), although he managed to escape arrest until 1987. In 1988 
hee was sentenced to one year  in prison but released on bail (ibid.). 
Jacksonn describes the downfall of the Huppha Sawan, which took 
placee in 1981-1982. Its related organisations were disincorporated, 
theirr  assets frozen, and Suchart and the Huppha Sawan were ac-
cusedd of illegal possession of arms, lese majesty, and above all, de-
spitee their  right-win g teachings, of communist sympathies. From 
Prasert'ss booklet it became clear  that a close connection existed be-
tweenn the Huppha Sawan and the Prayers Society. This knowledge 
gavee the praying gatherings at the royal statues - instead of being 
merelyy religious - also a political dimension. Was there any specifi-
call  political objective behind the praying sessions? 

Duringg the period of research all Thursday evenings at the 
monumentt  were completely dominated by the Prayers Society. Only 
aa small minorit y of worshippers set themselves apart from the 
crowdd on the blue sheets. This had not always been the case. In 
19933 and the subsequent one or  two years, the number  of people 
comingg to the square independently from the Prayers Society by far 
exceededd the number  of people that joined in the chanting. By 
now,, the reverse was the case. Apparently, the organisation has 
beenn able to attract a large number  of people, in particular  on 
Thursdayy evenings, despite its negative history.7 

Everyy praying evening the same sequence of activities is fol-
lowed.. Between 6:30 and 7:00 PM the small yellow van with 
Prayerss Society volunteers arrives at the statue of the evening. 
Somee volunteers unroll the long blue sheets of plastic to sit on. Oth-
erss distribut e leaflets among passers-by and people curiously wait-

55 At first the name of the organisation was Samnak Pu Sawan, in the 1970s to be 
changedd into 'Samnak Huppha Sawan' or 'Huppha Sawan,' All names are inter-
changeablyy used both within the organisation as well as by outsiders. I wil l follow 
thiss custom. 
66 This according to some members and volunteers of the Prayers Society. None of 
them,, however, was able to give any estimates in numbers. 
77 In 1998 I estimated approximately six hundred people at the King Chulalong-
kornn monument (against four hundred in 1997); one hundred at the Rama VI 
monumentt (against fifty to sixty in 1997); and one hundred fifty at the King Tak-
sinn monument (against one hundred in 1997). In 1997 I estimated forty worship-
perss at the Rama I monument. 
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ingg to see what is going to happen. From speakers on top of the van 
musicc alternates with spoken text in a bid to compete with the sur-
roundingg traffic noise. Then more speakers and microphones are 
installed.. A portrait of King Bhumibol is placed in front of the 
statuee concerned, together with the national tricolour and the yellow 
Buddhistt flag. 

Duringg the preparations more and more people take a seat on 
thee sheets. Those arriving early generally know each other. They are 
thee 'hard core' - a group of thirty to forty people altogether - who 
wil ll  attend virtually every Prayers Society evening session. Usually, 
theyy chat quietly or meditate. At 8:30 PM the session leader (always 
aa member of the board of the Prayers Society) takes a microphone 
too start the program. The participants make three royal salutes {tha-
waiwai bangkhom) after which the chanting starts. Every evening the 
samee texts are chanted in the same order, except for special occa-
sionss like Chulalongkorn Day or King Bhumibol's birthday. Then 
speciall  programs wil l be conducted. As explained on the chanting 
leaflett and by the recorded voice from the speakers, the sessions are 
organisedd with the purpose of generating a maximum of positive 
powerr through chanting and praying. Although this chanting and 
prayingg includes several texts, one particular formula is considered 
too be very powerful, namely the phra khatha chinnapanchon (the 
khathakhatha associated with Somdet To, see Chapter III ) The positive 
powerr that is believed to be generated by the collective chanting of 
thiss long Pali-text in particular is directed to the present king (tha-
waiwai pen phraratchakuson hai nailuang). Without exaggeration, we 
mayy state that the Prayers Society has introduced a new element in 
Thaii  popular religiosity with these sessions. By conducting public, 
collectivee chanting and 'praying' programs, the organisation has 
detachedd laity chanting from the traditional temple liturgy.8 

Understandingg the Prayers Society, their teachings and prac-
tises,, their place in Thai popular religiosity, and their role in shap-
ingg the King Chulalongkorn cult, is impossible without considering 
thee organisation's links with the Samnak Pu Sawan. The following 

Thee phra khatha chinnapanchon (a Pali-text) is chanted (suatmon) three times. 
Thee organisation translates this suatmon as 'praying.' However, other texts, in 
Thaii  and spoken or sung collectively, contain an element of praying in the sense 
off  directing oneself to a higher power verbally, explicitly and with a well-
articulatedd request or aim. The latter has to be distinguished from kae bon (see 
Chapterr III ) because the votive element is lacking. 
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section,, based on Prayers Society publications, shortly introduces its 
leaderr  Suchart and the early history of his various organisations.9 

AA medium of politics 

Suchartt  was born in Bangkok in a poor  Chinese immigrant family 
inn 1943 (2486 BE) as the fifth  of seven children. Since he did not 
lik ee school, he started to work at a very early age. Later  he finished 
fourr  years of primar y education at a temple school. When he was 
seventeenn years old a Chinese businessman gave Suchart a small 
amulett  with the image of Luang Pu Thuat, as a token of apprecia-
tionn for  his help. He first  kept the amulet without paying much at-
tentionn to it. But at a certain moment Suchart felt the urge to test the 
magicall  power  of the amulet. Therefore he went to see a monk. The 
monkk taught him a special Luang Pu Thuat khatha,10 which he had 
too pray. As soon as he started to follow the monk's instructions, a 
strongg light hit him straight in the face and for  a short while he lost 
consciousness.. When he regained consciousness some friends who 
hadd accompanied him to the temple told Suchart that the spirit of 
Luangg Pu Thuat had taken possession of him. But since Suchart had 

99 Unless otherwise indicated, this section is based on information dispersed by the 
Prayerss Society. Used are Fighter for Humanity, A Summary: Ariyawanso Bhik-
khukhu (Prof. Dr. Suchart Kosolkitiwong), Prasert Sukhothanang (comp.), 1995, 
Bangkok:: Samvichit Printing Press; 5am naksu phya santhiphap [Three Fighters 
forr Peace], by Natthawut Wakhonphin (comp.), 1996, Bangkok: Samvichit Print-
ingg Press; Prawatsat natongcharuk kanthamlai huppha sawan muang sasana/The 
DestructionDestruction of the Religious Land of Huppha Sawan. A record of Religious Per-
secution,secution, 1992, Compiled by Dr. Choompol Swasdiyakorn and Co-Workers (pub-
lishedd both in English and Thai; although in the book no organisation or publisher 
iss mentioned explicitly it certainly is a publication of the Samnak Pu Sawan); the 
Thai/Englishh language booklets Kwamwang suthai manut/The Last Hope of 
Mankind;; and an English language full-color leaflet distributed in 1996 by the 
'Samnakk Pu Sawan Fellows' Society' (further referred to as SPSFS). The heading 
off  this leaflet reads: 'Samnak Pu Sawan Fellow's Society, Founder: Acharn 
[achan][achan] Suchart Kosolkitiwong under the Patronage of Tao Maha Brahma Jina 
Panjara.'' Whether in Thai or in English the contents of all these publications are 
largelyy overlapping. See also Jackson (1988) for an historical overview (1966-
1988)) and analysis of the Samnak Pu Sawan and its founder (The Hupphaasawan 
Movement:: Millenarian Buddhism among the Thai Political Elite. Sojourn 3 
(2):134-170). . 
100 This information is derived from an interview with Mr. Prasert conducted on 
Novemberr 1,1998. 
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beenn unconscious during the possession he did not believe his 
friends,, so he tested the amulet [i.e. prayed the khatha] again and 
again,, altogether more than a hundred times, in order to find out 
whatt happened. Until, at a certain moment, ) the Holy Spirit of 
Phraa Bodhisattva Luang Poo Tuad [Luang Pu Thuat] really pos-
sessedd Mr. Suchart's body and said, "This man wants to test me so I 
willwill  take him as my medium" ' (Prasert 1995:10, italics in origi-
nal).11 1 

Thee news that the spirit of Luang Pu Thuat had taken pos-
sessionn of a human body spread quickly, and many people came to 
consultt the medium, especially people with diseases that no doctor 
couldd cure. Many of them recovered completely. But Suchart did 
nott want to work for the spirit world, so he thought that he might 
escapee from the spirit by going abroad. He went to Laos, but also 
theree he was possessed by the spirit of Luang Pu Thuat, so he 
wantedd to return to Thailand. However, due to increasing political 
tensionss between Thailand and Laos, it had become very difficult to 
crosss the border. Suchart took the vow that if the magical powers of 
Luangg Pu Thuat could help him to return to Thailand he would ac-
ceptt his fate of being the spirit's medium. Thereupon Suchart could 
crosss the border miraculously easy. Back in Thailand he had to join 
thee army as a conscript soldier, a period that lasted from March 
19641964 until September 1965. It was in this period that the spirit of 
Luangg Pu Thuat started to express his worries about the political 
developmentss of the time. According to the monk's spirit the politi-
call  situation in the country was very bad (hetkan banmuang mai di), 
andd the human world was in need for help from the spirit world. 
Thee spirit of Luang Pu Thuat then requested Suchart to found the 
SamnakSamnak Pu Sawan, or in the organisation's own rendering in Eng-
lish,, 'the House of the Divine Sages on Earth' (ibid.:13).12 

111 In Thai: 'Yak long di cha aw pen rang song' (Natthawut 1996:50). 
Literallyy samnak means 'residence.' The word often refers to houses or build-

ingss which are not (part of) an official temple, but where monks or other people 
withh a religious or spiritual role in society reside. Its meaning is thus very close to 
tamnak. tamnak. 
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ColdCold War millenarianism 

Beforee elaborating on what spiritual help the human world could 
expectt  from the Samnak Pu Sawan, I first want to provide some po-
liticall  background in order  to make understandable what the mes-
sagee of the spirit of Luang Pu Thuat was referrin g to when he stated 
thatt  the situation in the country was bad. First of all, already since 
thee early fifties, Thai politics increasingly had become dominated 
byy a concern for  the growing communist influence in Southeast 
Asia.. Communism was considered to be a major  destructive force, 
bothh for  the Thai Nation and for  Buddhism (Irvin e 1982:76-91; 
Jacksonn 1988:141-143; Thak 1979). This concern grew particularl y 
duringg the regime of Field Marshal Sarit (1957-1963) when rela-
tionss with Cambodia deteriorated13 and in Laos the Pathet Lao (the 
Laotiann communist party) proved to be a major  political power  (see 
Thakk 1979:241-255). In Thailand, the communist party (CPT) never 
hadd much significance, but in 1958 the CPT decided to take up 
armedd struggle. From 1962 on, CPT head-quarters were established 
inn the Northeast and cadres were trained in Vietnam, Laos and 
China.. In 1965 the first  shot was fired (Bowie 1997:62-63). 

Inn the meantime the United States, in need for  a stable ally 
againstt  communism in the region, provided the Thai government 
withh financial and militar y aid.14 Moreover, the United States made 
extensivee efforts to convince the Thai government that not only 
threatss from outside were important issues, but that internal security 
deservedd major  attention as well. The Prime Minister  at the time, 
Fieldd Marshal Sarit Thanarat, who had come to power  by means of 
aa coup d' état, urgently needed to legitimise his regime. He there-
foree had set out a policy of development (patthana), which for  him 
initiall yy meant increasing the standard of livin g in rural areas (Thak 
1979:255).. The emphasis was particularl y on irrigatio n and welfare 

133 In first instance because of the contacts the Cambodian Prince (later King) Si-
hanoukk established with Peking in 1956-1957. Later (1958) because of the dis-
putee about the territorial rights over a famous Khmer temple site (the Phra Wihan 
temple)) which is located exactly on the Thai-Cambodian border (Thak 1979:254). 
144 The section on the regime of Sarit and the American involvement is mainly 
basedd on Thak Chaloemtiarana's Thailand. The Politics of Despotic Paternalism 
(1979:226-272). . 
155 Actually Sarit conducted a coup d'etat twice, in 1957 and in 1958 respectively. 
Inn Chapter V I wil l address the role of King Bhumibol in Sarit's efforts to legiti-
matee his regime. 
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(ibid.:258-259).. As a consequence of the American involvement the 
ratherr simple patthana concept was reformulated, and a policy was 
developedd with a strong emphasis on community development and 
aa tightening of administrative control by extending infrastructural 
andd bureaucratic facilities. The Northeastern region (bordering on 
bothh Laos and Cambodia) became the primary target for road con-
structionn and propaganda projects (ibid.: 256-268). After the death 
off  Sarit (1963) these policies were intensified. From 1964 US mili -
taryy aid was directly used for counter-insurgency activities. Because 
off  the increased involvement of the United States in Vietnam, a 
growingg number of American troops - twenty-five thousand in 
19666 - were stationed on Thai territory. In 1965 the U.S. started 
bombingg Northern Vietnam and Laos from Thailand (ibid.:271). 

Althoughh the message from the spirit of Luang Pu Thuat 
wass not pointing to any concrete event, its background probably 
wass the first armed incident between communists and the Thai army 
inn 1965, which took place on August 7th in Na Bua village in Nak-
hornn Phanom province (Northeast Thailand). The confrontation, 
knownn as 'The Day Gunfire Erupted' {wan ying arun) (Bowie 
1997:63),, happened while Suchart served his term as a conscript 
soldier.. In the perception of Suchart 'The Day Gunfire Erupted' 
formedd the signal for the spirit world {lok winy an)16 that help on 
earthh was urgently needed. The threat of communism and the possi-
bilit yy of a Third World War which in the end could lead to a com-
pletee destruction of the world remained the core of the Samnak Pu 
Sawan's,, and later the Prayers Society's, millenarian teachings (see 
alsoo Jackson 1989). For the Samnak Pu Sawan the 'Day Gunfire 
Erupted'' has always been of great significance. To mark the 12th 

anniversary,, for instance, on August 6, 1977, the Huppha Sawan 
organisedd a ceremony named 'The Day when the Gunfire Ends' 
{wan{wan siang puen dap), in Na Bua village as a means 'to promote 
peacee and to give a halt to communism.' 7 

Inn the Samnak Pu Sawan's conception the spirit world consists of three realms: 
thee world of the Brahmin Gods (phromma lok), the world of Deities (thewa lok) 
andd the world of Hell-beings (narokka lok). 
177 For the importance Suchart attributed to the Na Bua incident see for instance 
thee booklet ' Wan Siang Puen Dap' (The Day when the Gunfire Ends) compiled 
byy Special Reporters of the Yuk Mai Newspaper, 1977 (the Yuk Mai Newspaper 
wass published by the Samnak Pu Sawan). This booklet gives an account of the 
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Thee publications of the Samnak Pu Sawan and the Prayers 
Societyy on Suchart's early years as a spirit medium do not provide 
uss with sufficient details to place the development of his medium-
shipp in a wider perspective. However, the politicising of the mes-
sagess of the spirit of Luang Pu Thuat and the subsequent founding 
off  the Samnak Pu Sawan suggest a strong connection with intensi-
fyingg military tensions in the region, for the conscript soldier 
Suchartt and his then immediate environment of course a develop-
mentt of great relevance. 

MimickingMimicking the United Nations 

Thee messages from the spirit of Luang Pu Thuat are indicative of 
thee impact the anticommunist policy of the Thai government had on 
att least part of the populace. A similar appropriation of conserva-
tive,, nationalist ideology by traditional religious experts, such as 
certainn monks and spirit mediums, has also been observed by Irvine 
inn Northern Thai in the late seventies. These practitioners, of which 
thee most famous were widely supported by members of the Chiang 
Maii  and Bangkok elite, used supernatural means, such as amulets or 
**  magic cylinders,' to foster mental health and to resist communist 
subversionn (ibid.:73-75). The message of Luang Pu Thuat to 
Suchartt indicates, however, that the popularisation of this anticom-
munistt ideology should have begun at least as early as the mid six-
ties.. This popularisation was to some extent a consequence of two 
largee 'community development programs,' initiated in 1964 by the 
governmentt to prevent communist activities. These programs - the 
Phraa Thammathut (Venerable Envoy of the Dharma) and the Phra 
Thammacharikk (Venerable Wandering Dharma) - implied a large-
scalee involvement of the Sangha. Based on the idea that 'being a 
Buddhist'' was in contradiction with 'being a communist,' it had be-
comee the monks' task to strengthen Buddhism as a safeguard 
againstt communism, a unprecedented politicising of the monkhood 
(Irvinee 1982:68-69, note 3; Somboon 1993:60-76).18 

ceremonyy 'The Day when the Gunfire Ends.' In 1998 the Prayers Society was 
preparingg an English translation of the booklet. 
88 The anticommunist policy had a polarising effect on society. While posters 

weree distributed 'showing a fierce demon, representing a communist destroying 
watswats [temples] and places of worship, cruelly torturing the monks together with 
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But,, like elsewhere in the world, in Thailand the Cold War 
periodd was not only characterised by the idea of dangerous and evil 
consequencess of internationalism, but was counterbalanced by the 
goodd of the perspective of a 'world-system of nation-states.'19 It 
wass the period - to speak with Kelly - of the 'United Nations 
world;'' a world characterised by a 'formal symmetry of nation-
states,'' '(...)[A] system in which 'nations wil l not aspire to conquer, 
colonisee or occupy each other any more (...)' (1998:868). In the 
'Unitedd Nations world' nations communicate and debate with each 
otherr and adopt resolutions according to 'the number of votes.'' This 
personalisedd perspective offered a particular possibility for imagin-
ingg 'the nation' at a local level, ° and for channelling political 
anxieties.. The establishment of the 'spiritual organisation' of the 
Samnakk Pu Sawan and the organisation's subsequent growth illus-
tratee the incorporation of global United Nation discourse into Thai 
locall  popular religiosity. 

Thee organisation's publications explain how [in 1965] in the 
spiritt world a resolution (mati) was adopted to help Thailand - and 
thee world in general - with the power of three Bodhisattvas21 

thee words "if communism comes, Buddhism, wat and monks wil l be destroyed" ' 
(Somboonn quoted in Irvine 1982:68), this fierce anticommunism negatively af-
fectedd many farmers. Land was confiscated without compensation for road con-
struction,, taxes on land close to these roads were increased and no attention was 
paidd to the farmers' real problems (theft, banditry, corruption and police abuse). 
Manyy of the affected farmers rather tended to develop a sympathetic attitude to-
wardss communists since their key promise was to bring such practices to an end 
(Thakk 1979:266-268). 
1911 borrow this phrase from Prasenjit Duara (cited by Kelly 1998:867). 
200 For this view on the role of the United Nations in the development of global 
consciousnesss I am indebted to Peter Pels. 
211 In the organisation's own transcription: Tao Maha Bhrama Jina Panjara. The 
organisation'ss teachings have adopted the term 'Bodhisattvas' from Mahayana 
Buddhism.. Reynolds & Reynolds define a Bodhisattva as '(...) a being who, hav-
ingg attained the possibility of entering Nibbana [Nirwana], vows to delay his re-
alisationn of the final goal in order to become a Buddha and lead others to 
salvation'' (1977:55, nt. 7). In Theravada Buddhism, however, striving for 
enlightenmentt is quite strictly an individual affair, to be realised in 'arahantship.' 
Contraryy to the Mahayana Buddhist Bodhisattva concept arahantship has no con-
notationn of the salvation of others, although the 'spiritual emanations' of arahants 
cann positively influence worldly affairs. The active interference of Somdet To and 
Luangg Pu Thuat in worldly affairs (the figure of Thao Maha Phrom Chinna 
Pancharaa remains rather vague) make them appear more like Bodhisattvas than 
arahantsarahants indeed. Possibly, Suchart's Chinese family background plays a role 
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(Prasertt 1995:13; Natthawut 1996:42, my italics). These three Bo-
dhisattvass were Luang Pu Thuat, Somdet To and the Brahmin god 
Thaoo Maha Phrom Chinna Panchara. Furthermore, Suchart was se-
lectedd as the medium between the spiritual world and the human 
worldd (i.e. he became the spirit medium for the three Bodhisattvas). 
Itt was resolved that Luang Pu Thuat would act as the President of 
thee House of the Divine Sages, Somdet To as its General Director 
andd Thao Maha Phrom Chinna Panchara as the Advisor (SPSFS 
1996,, italics IS). After the ceremonial founding of the Samnak Pu 
Sawann on November 11, 1966, the organisation quickly grew. 
Suchart,, as will be elaborated below, was able to attract educated 
andd influential individuals. The monk and social critic Phra Anan 
Jayanantoo (Pol. Maj. Anan Senakhan), a great opponent and critic 
off  the Samnak Pu Sawan/Huppha Sawan, wrote in 1981 that 
'[Suchart]]  chose his disciples from among "scholars with masters" 
degreess and doctorates from abroad, men of rank among police and 
military,, colonels and generals. He even recruited entrepreneurs and 
successfull  businessmen with vast resources behind them' (Anan 
quotedd in Wijeyewardene 1986:24, translation GW).22 As the re-
mainderr of this section will demonstrate, the growing elite support 
forr the objectives of the Samnak Pu Sawan stimulated Suchart in his 
ambitionss 'to go global.' 

Inn the seventies Suchart established with remarkable success 
aa jumble of organisations, all closely related to the Samnak Pu Sa-
wan,, and all serving Suchart's primary objective of giving his initia-
tivee a respectable and credible image, appealing to an incresingly 
wider,, even international, public. Not long after the establishment of 
thee Samnak Pu Sawan, Suchart received instructions from the spirit 
worldd to build 'the Religious Land of Huppha Sawan' (huppha sa-
wanwan muang sasana).23 For that purpose the organisation rented a 

here.. I am indebted to Jovan Maud for sharing his ideas with me (see also Maud 
[forthcoming]). . 
22 Phra Anan was actually a controversial figure himself because he was forced to 

resignn as a police officer on the accusation of organising an anti-government po-
licee demonstration during the mid-seventies. The demonstrators even managed to 
enterr and sack the Prime Minister's house (Wijeyewardene 1986:23). After his 
resignationn Pol. Maj. Anan entered the monkhood. 
233 It is almost impossible to translate this expression as in Thai the idiom is 
strangee as well. However, huppha sawan could be translated as heavenly valley, 
andd muang sasana as religious land. Since the Samnak Pu Sawan began to work 
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largee tract of land, officially a national archaeological site in Rach-
aburii  Province in 1972.24 The land would be used to establish an 
internationall  meditation centre and, in line with the development 
ideologyy viable at the time, an agricultural demonstration station. 

Thereupon,, in 1975, the * International Federation of Relig-
ions'' (IFR) (samakhom sasana samphan haeng lok) was estab-
lished.. This organisation, mirroring as it were the United Nations 
onn the spiritual level, was officially registered by the Office of the 
Nationall  Culture Commission. The purpose of the IFR was to seek 
internationall  support for erecting symbols of all major religions of 
thee world, a truly global project thus, which would transform the 
areaa into a sacred land. In Suchart's writings, and in the religious 
teachingss of the Huppha Sawan, the building of the religious land 
wass presented as an absolute necessity if the Thai Nation, and even 
thee whole world, was to survive. Through the IFR the Huppha Sa-
wann now had become an internationally oriented organisation. 

ForFor the construction of the religious land the Huppha Sawan 
neededneeded two things: funds - the construction of the sacred land re-
quiredd an enormous investment - and official permission from the 
Departmentt of Religious Affairs.26 Providing these necessities be-
camee the task of the next organisation: the 'Jinnapooto Memorial 
Foundation'' (munithi chinnaputo anusori), meaning as much as 'the 
foundationfoundation for the remembrance of Jina Panjara [short for Thao 
Mahaa Phrom Chinna Panchara], Luang Pu Thuat and Somdet To.21 

Inn 1976 this organisation was officially registered by the Office of 
thee National Culture Commission. Carrying the names of the three 

onn the 'Religious Land of Huppha Sawan' the organisation (has) used the name 
Samnakk Huppha Sawan. 
244 The site fell under the responsibility of to the Department of Fine Arts. The 
Director-Generall  of the Department of Fine Arts of that time, Luang Vichitvata-
karn,, was, or had become, a devoted follower of Suchart (cf. Jackson 1988:162). 
255 A more literal translation would be: the Global Inter-religious Society. In some 
off  the publications the IFR is called 'the International Federation of Religions in 
associationn with the United Nations.' (see for instance Natthawut 1996:68). 
266 The Department of Religious Affairs is part of the Ministry of Education. It is 
responsiblee for the communication between the government and the Sangha (the 
Thaii  brotherhood of monks), and also administers most Sangha affairs - like for 
instance,, the registration of monks, the succession of abbots, and the construction 
off  temples. Most officials in the department are recruited among educated former 
monkss (Tambiah 1977:299, 351). 
277 The word 'jinnapooto' is a contraction of the three names of the Bodhisattvas. 
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Bodhisattvass - among whom the national saints Luang Pu Thuat 
andd Somdet To - the Jinnapooto Memorial Foundation communi-
catedd to be a respectable, religious foundation, working for  a good 
cause. . 

Inn the meantime another  international course was plotted as 
well.. In 1973 Suchart had founded the 'Offic e of the World Peace 
Envoy''  (samnakngan that santiphap haeng lok). As already men-
tioned,, the reason for  the spirit world to interfere in the human 
worldd was the increasing threat posed by communism. In Suchart's 
teachingss this danger  was a symptom of the dark era (kali yuk).2S 

Thee world was in an era of moral degeneration which would end in 
aa world-wide disaster, or  more precisely, a nuclear  Thir d World 
War.. It was predicted by the Huppha Sawan that this war  would 
breakk out somewhere between 1974 and 1984. Following United 
Nationss terminology, Suchart was selected by the spirit world to be 
theirr  ambassador  of peace, or  'the Peace Envoy of the World of Di-
vinity ''  (thut santiphap haeng lok winy an). The task of 'the Peace 
Envoy''  was to unite all world religions in the 'brotherhood of relig-
ions''  (phradonphap sasana). When the religions would be united, 
humanityy would be able to generate sufficient religious power  (pha-
langlang sasana) to avert World War II I  and to establish eternal peace 
world-wide.. In 1978 it was decided to organise a three-day Interna-
tionall  Religious Peace Conference in 1982 and to start with the con-
structionn of a conference hall on the Religious Land of Huppha 
Sawan.. Esperanto was to be the official conference language. 

Thee fact that, in spite of Suchart's predictions, World War 
II II  never  happened has remained a vital element of the Prayers So-
ciety'ss teachings ever  since. In the 1996 Office of the World Peace 
Envoyy full-colour  leaflet one can read that between 1974 and 1984 
thee outbreak of World War II I  seemed inevitable. Therefore the 
Worldd Peace Envoy had started a world-wide chanting, meditating 
andd praying campaign to prevent this war. 'The campaign was ef-

Thee Thai view on the dark era combines two themes. First, in the Hindu cycli-
call  system of time reckoning the world is now in the era of kaliyuga, the era of 
morall  decline and misery. The kaliyuga, considered to have started in 3102 BC, is 
thee fourth and final age of the present aeon and will last for 432,000 years. Sec-
ond,, it is believed that the teaching of Buddha wil l not last forever but gradually 
declines.. In the Buddhist year 5,000 the Buddhist religion will have disappeared 
entirelyy and a new Buddha (the Buddha Maitreya) wil l appear to teach the 
Dharmaa again (see Terwiel 2001). 
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fective:: the Third World War was postponed' (emphasis in origi-
nal).. In this way the organisation manages to circumvent the pitfall 
off  millenarianism: the eventual failure of prophesy (cf. Festinger 
e.a.. 1956). Instead of being a failure of prophesy, the fact that no 
warr occurred is presented as a major achievement of the organisa-
tion. . 

Betweenn 1978 and 1981 several construction works at the 
Religiouss Land of Hubpha Sawan were well in progress. Large-size 
statuess (nine meters high) of the Buddha and Jesus were built on 
twoo hill tops.29 Also statues of the Buddha Maitreya (phra si ariya 
maitri),maitri), Ghanesha (phra phi khanef), the Chinese goddess Kuan Im 
(chaw(chaw mae kuan im), Saturn riding a tiger, the holy virgin Mary, 
Kingg Rama I, and a Peace Pagoda were erected all over the area. 
Furthermoree a vegetarian restaurant, named Kin Phua Yu (Just Eat 
too Live), was opened. Every 19th of the month at 8 PM a religious 
ceremonyy was held at the Peace Pagoda. The participants, dressed 
inn white, gathered there to chant and to pray for peace. 

GreatGreat winds blow upon high hills 

Suchart'ss first period as the World Peace Envoy was from 1975 to 
1981.. Travelling abroad and inviting foreigners to his office, he 
triedd to meet a maximum number of political and religious leaders 
andd others who, to his opinion, believed that world-wide peace 
couldd be achieved.31 The list of Suchart's Thai and foreign posi-
tions,, foreign visits, the meetings he attended, and the honorary ti-
tless and decorations he was awarded - most of them foreign -
makess up a significant part of almost any publication of the Huppha 
Sawann and its associated organisations. Besides encounters with in-
dividualss who were not well-known and smaller organisations, he 
alsoo managed to meet more influential people. His first real 'inter-
nationall  success' was the Conference Hall of Peace foundation 
stonee laying ceremony on October 19, 1978. The ceremony was 

Thee size of these two most prominent statues was equal, but the Buddha statue 
wass placed on a higher hill than the Jesus statue. 
300 The permanent residents of the Religious Land consisted of a mixture of 
monks,, nuns and lay people. No numbers are available. 
311 Between 1977 and 1981 he made eleven foreign 'missions' (one to the USA, 
twoo to Europe and eight to several Asian countries) (Natthawut 1996:64-65). 
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blessedd by no one less than the Supreme Patriarch of the Sangha 
andd led by the Supreme Commander  of the Armed Forces. Further-
more,, altogether  nineteen foreign ambassadors to Thailand at-
tended,, including those of the United States and the Soviet Union 
(Jacksonn 1989:155). In 1980 the World Peace Envoy met Kur t 
Waldheimm - at the time secretary-general of the United Nations -
andd was awarded the 'United Nations Medal for  Peace.'32 He also 
hadd the chance to meet Pope John Paul II  and the Dalai Lama. The 
photographss of Suchart's milestone meetings with these foreign 
publicc figures are still used by the Prayers Society, particularl y to 
illustrat ee their  materials in English (see SPSS 1996; cf. Jackson 
1989:156).33 3 

Inevitablyy these successes were not only a tremendous af-
firmatio nn of the feasibility of Suchart's undertaking, but also con-
tributedd to its megalomaniac escalation in the years that followed. 
Forr  a detailed account of the developments that lead to the downfall 
off  the Huppha Sawan in 1982,1 refer  to Jackson, who has described 
thee process in detail. Here I only want to mention briefly that from 
19799 on Suchart became increasingly arrogant, provocative and 
paranoid,, a change of attitude that at least partly explains why the 
wheell  of fortune turned against him. He openly criticised Thai poli-
ticianss on what he considered to be their  meagre anticommunist pol-
icyy which would eventually lead to the destruction of the Thai 
Nation.. He became more and more outspoken in his aversion of 
somee of the most respected political figures (Jackson 1989:159). In 
19811 he told his followers that there was only one person who could 
orderr  him and that was the king, and not a 'sparrow-lik e Prime Min-
ister''  (Anan quoted in Jackson 1989:160; see also Wijeyewardene 
1986:25).344 By referrin g to himself and to the king as phu mi bun 

322 Suchart wrote letters to Kurt Waldheim on the 'Cambodian Problem' from 
19755 until 1981 (Phichai 1994:6-7). Also, letters were sent to Jimmy Carter, the 
formerr Shah of Iran, and to Ayatollah Khomeini to propose solutions for the case 
off  American hostages in Iran (ibid.:8-9). 
333 Another event which Suchart and the Huppha Sawan still consider of great im-
portancee took place in 1981 when Suchart 'was appointed "the World Peace En-
voy""  of the World Constitution and Parliament Association' at the '4th annual 
conferencee of the World Constitution and Parliament Association in Denver, 
Colorado'' (see for instance Phichai 1994:4) The status of the World Constitution 
andd Parliament Association is unclear to me. 
344 In particular he despised Gen. Prem Tinsulanond (First Army Commander until 
19799 and Prime Minister between 1980 and 1988) because of his moderate 'anti-
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(menn with merit, see Chapter II) he presented himself as the king's 
equal.. A certainly most unwise move was the organisation's 1981 
requestt - on behalf of the spirit world - to the king to abdicate and 
too become Prime Minister (Jackson 1989:160-161). 

Watt was the secret of Suchart's success? This question is 
nott only relevant for understanding the case of the Huppha Sawan 
ass such, but also for fathoming how Thai popular religiosity pro-
ducess phenomena as the King Chulalongkorn cult. In this part of my 
argumentt I wil l focus on three factors that contributed to the success 
off  the Huppha Sawan: elite support, the import of the organisational 
structuree around Suchart's activities as a spirit medium, and the 
Hupphaa Sawan's ability to formulate prevailing anxieties in a con-
temporaryy discourse. 

Accordingg to Jackson, Suchart's success was largely due to 
thee support the movement received from a certain group of right-
wingg military since the mid-1970's: 'the most stridently anticom-
munistt and authoritarian section of the political establishment' 
(ibid.:: 147-148).' This faction's power was seriously contested from 
19733 onwards when a coup d' état brought an end to the dictatorial 
regimee of the generals Thanom Kittikachorn and Praphat Charu-
sathian,, and Lt.Col. Narong Kittikachorn (a son of Thanom married 
too Praphat's daughter). In 1976 the trio managed to establish a short 
comeback,, but from 1977 onwards - after another counter-coup - a 
generationn of politically less extreme officers gradually replaced the 
oldd clique. The old rightwing military, now frustrated and under 
threatt of losing their positions, were seeking an outlet for their 
anxieties,, which they found in the millenarian teachings of the 
Hupphaa Sawan. This group was the more susceptible to Suchart's 
supernaturalismm because of their limited exposure to Western 
thoughtt and education (ibid.: 153). Jackson emphasises that the 
Samnakk Pu Sawan and Huppha Sawan 'did not begin as elite reli-
giouss movements.' Unique was that, departing from a popular base, 
thee group was 'able to attract a large number of prominent and po-
liticallyy influential followers(...)' (ibid.: 147). However, as Irvine 
demonstrates,, elite support for supernatural ideas was, and still is, 

communist'' policy. It is reported that Suchart even once went so far as calling 
himm an 'aunt, with dangling breasts and a shrunken penis' (ibid.:25). Although 
Wijeyewardenee does not explicitly state that Suchart meant Prem, from other 
thingss Suchart said it is certain that he must mean Prem (see also Jackson 
1989:158-160). . 
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nott  as exceptional as Jackson apparently assumes. Therefore, elite 
supportt  as such cannot sufficiently explain Suchart's extraordinary 
success.. Moreover, Jackson's analysis of the movement's appeal to 
elitee members in mere terms of power  struggle is too narrow. 

First,, we should acknowledge the appeal of the particular 
wayy Suchart had organised his spiritual practices. In terms of mime-
sis,, the structure of the Huppha Sawan and its affiliated organisa-
tionss can be understood as imitatin g the United Nations and its 
relatedd organisations. The particularit y of this approach is that 
Suchartt  - in a way comparable to what we have seen earlier  in the 
casee of Mae Wan, but on a larger  scale and on a continuous basis -
wass able to eliminate the necessity of being possessed by a spirit 
whenn acting on behalf of the spirit world. In his role as 'The World 
Peacee Envoy,'  with his suit and tie, office, secretaries and printed 
letterr  heads he mimicks the powerful, Western, white, male, inter-
nationall  politician. Moreover, Suchart had created a space where his 
followerss could join him in, to speak with Taussig, the 'conscious 
play-actingg mimicking of the European' (1993:241), together  stag-
ingg the assumed apex of global powers. Jackson's frustrated politi -
cianss were ideal participants for  such role-playing. If the Huppha 
Sawann is a 'unique movement' it is not so much because of its elite 
support,, but rather  because of the particular , formal structure in 
whichh Suchart had cast his mediumship. 

Second,, I would like to widen the contribution of the elite 
beyondd the direct patronage of politicians and military , by high-
lightin gg the role of certain academics in the construction of a mod-
ernn discourse in Thai popular  religiosity. My starting point wil l be 
Irvine' ss argument on the contribution of a small group of psychia-
trist ss to the nationalist and anticommunist discourse, and its appear-
ancee among traditional spiritual practitioners in the seventies. 
However,, in Irvine' s rather  schematic interpretation the cosmopoli-
tann and the traditional world remain separated (1982:79-91). My 
argumentt  wil l be that the involvement of academics with traditional 
spirituall  practices has created a discourse which blurs this distinc-
tion.. This spiritual discourse, a blend of belief in spirits, scientific 
terminology,, and political ideas equally helps to explain the appeal 
off  the Huppha Sawan. However, its import is much wider  since it 
helpss to bridge the gap between the 'Western rational world view' 
andd the 'Thai supernatural world view,' making public involvement 
withh a spirit cult acceptable, or  even appealing, for  a wide public of 
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higherr middle class people. In the following section I wil l introduce 
fourr academics who have been, or presently are, contributing to the 
constructionn of this blended discourse. 

ProfessorsProfessors and the creation of a Thai science of spirits 

ProfessorProfessor Khlum Wacharobon 
Professorr Khlum Wacharobon (1907-1987) has been one of the 
Samnakk Pu Sawan's most prominent members. From some of the 
publicationss of the professor on the Samnak Pu Sawan it can be 
concludedd that he has been a regular visitor of Suchart since 1968. 
Untill  his death in 1987 the professor has been the public face of the 
organisationn by fulfillin g the position of 'President (consulting).'35 

Professorr Khlum was widely respected in the higher eche-
lonss of Thai society and a public figure of importance. He was not 
onlyy a professor of biology at the prestigious Chulalongkorn Uni-
versityy in Bangkok, but he even had been teaching biology to the 
royall  children. Professor Khlum died in 1987, but his name is still 
widelyy known in academic circles, where he is remembered as the 
'Thaii  Father of Biology'. Professor Khlum's scientific career 
startedd in 1928 when he got a scholarship to study biology at the 
Universityy in London, where he took his PhD in 1934. After an ad-
ditionall  six year period of post-doctorate research he returned to 
Thailand,, to become professor of science at the Faculty of Science 
off  Chulalongkorn University. Later he was appointed dean of this 
faculty.. He was the founder of the Science Association of Thailand, 
andd its secretary from 1946 to 1954, president of the association of 
teacherss of science from 1942 to 1959, and professor and chairman 
off  the Biology Department at Chulalongkorn University from 1960 
untill  1965. He retired in 1966. Professor Khlum's career was, to 

Bothh Irvine and Wijeyewardene start their study on Northern Thai spirit medi-
umshipp with some observations on the Bangkok based Huppha Sawan, briefly 
acknowledgingg the significance of Professor Khlum for the organisation (Irvine 
1982:85-86;; Wijeyewardene 1986:23). In both studies these observations are only 
remotelyy related to the main object of study. Also Apinya, writing on the Tham-
makaii  and Santi Asoke Buddhist reform movements, pays some attention to the 
Hupphaa Sawan (1993:62-64). In her study the organisation functions as an exam-
plee of one particular type of religious response - i.e. right-wing - towards moder-
nity.. Only the article of Jackson (1988) takes the Huppha Sawan as its main 
subjectt of study. 
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quotee Irvine, 'a model of successful Western education' (1982:85, 
notee 3). 

Thee professor's scientific background did not restrain him 
fromm conducting research on spirits and spirit possession. Wijeye-
wardenee gives the following account. In a paper titled 'Are there 
trulyy ghosts, gods and objects of power?' the professor's 'argument 
iss twofold: first, spiritualist, using claims of possession from Hup-
phasawann and the Western spiritualist literature; and a "scientific" 
explanationn in terms of energy' (1986:30).36 In the introduction of 
hiss book Winyan ('The Spirit') of 1976, the professor combines 
'scientificc with political preoccupations' (Irvine 1982:86): 

Thee [Samnak Pu Sawan] is an institute reserved for those 
whoo are prepared to sacrifice themselves for the Nation, the 
Religionn and the Monarchy, and for the pursuit of scientific 
researchh into psychic phenomena (translation by Irvine 
1982:86). . 

Thee significance of politics and the international world in Professor 
Khlum'ss spiritual interest is apparent from one of the professor's 
books,, 'The World of Soul' (1972, in English). In this book he de-
scribess a number of spirit medium sessions he attended at the Sam-
nakk Pu Sawan between 1968 and 1971. Al l accounts concern 
sessionss during which Suchart was possessed by 'foreign' spirits, 
namelyy Jesus Christ, the Prophet Mohammed, Napoleon, Ghandi, 
andd Nehru, the latter three expressing their views on war and peace, 
orr giving an account of the consequences of their own behaviour in 
afterlife.37 7 

36Inn 1998, the Prayers Society republished the paper in a volume titled Winyan 
Sat/ScinceSat/Scince [sic] of Souls. The book was presented during a Saturday praying ses-
sionn at the King Taksin statue (October 31, 1998). A slide show organised for the 
occasionn showed pictures from Professor Khlum's collection of photographs de-
pictingg supernatural phenomena invisible to the human eye, particularly spirits 
(seee the case of Professor Dhephanom below). 
377 The spirit of Napoleon, for instance, was still serving his term in the thirteenth 
levell  of hell because of his responsibility for the large death toll of the Napoleon-
ticc wars. The spirit of Napoleon had spoken in French, but because Professor 
Khlumm had recorded the session on tape, Somdet To in a later session could trans-
latee Napeleon's words into Thai, wherafter Professor Khlum translated the Thai 
intoo English. The same procedure was followed for the sessions with the spirit of 
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Byy highlighting the interest of the professor in the Samnak 
Puu Sawan and in spiritualism in general, I do not intend to present 
thee involvement of the professor as the explanation for the success 
off  the Samnak Pu Sawan/Huppha Sawan. Rather, his case should be 
readd as the visible part of a process of fitting traditional supernatu-
ralismm into modern Thai society, a process that otherwise remains 
largelyy hidden, and to which subject I wil l return in detail after hav-
ingg presented the wider network in which Professor Khlum was ac-
tive. . 

DrDr Charoen Watthanasuchart 
Professorr Khlum's interest in 'psychic phenomena' was not ex-
pressedd in his membership of the Huppha Sawan only. He also was 
onee of the advisors of the Association of Psychic Research of Thai-
landd (Irvine 1982.:85, note 2), which had been established around 
1960.. The members of this organisation - monks, academics, politi-
cians,, high-ranking military - came from the most prominent circles 
off  society. An important member of the Association was the psy-
chiatristt Dr Charoen Watthanasuchart, also director of one of Thai-
land'ss most important mental hospitals. Irvine takes his speeches as 
ann outstanding example of how in the sixties and seventies aca-
demicc psychiatric language had become instrumental in the expres-
sionn of nationalistic, anticommunist sentiments of certain influential 
psychiatrists.. In, for instance, a scientific explanation of the emo-
tionall  and mental stability of Thai soldiers or 'Thai fighters in gen-
eral,'' published in 1979, Dr Charoen equated 'a good mental health' 
withh 'being a good Buddhist,' which makes Thai fighters funda-
mentallyy different from other soldiers: 

Wee find the same unswerving mental and emotional quality 
amongg all Thai fighters, be they slaves or lords. Al l are 
deeplyy identified with the essence of Thainess [khwam pen 
thai]thai]  (Charoen 1979, quoted in Irvine 1982:82, translation 
WI). . 

Jesuss (who had spoken in ancient Hebrew) and the spirit of Mohammed (who 
spokee in the language of spirits). 
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Inn a similar  vein, he analysed the battle between King Naresuan and 
thee Burmese King (see Chapter  II , note 34), to conclude that Nare-
suann won because of the higher  quality of his mental health 
(ibid.:83).. To Dr  Charoen stability of mind was the single most im-
portantt  condition for  national stability. Money, propaganda, and in-
volvementt  in subversive activities could corrupt and destabilise the 
mind.. In his opinion political subversion should be approached as a 
formm of group hypnosis. He scientifically substantiated his argu-
ment,, elaborating on his twenty years of clinical experience and the 
workin gg of the unconscious under  hypnosis, which could reveal 
mentall  instabilit y (Irvin e 1982:81-84). 

Suchh an amalgamation of religion, politics, and science is 
nott  a phenomenon of the past. In certain circles the heritage of Pro-
fessorr  Khlum and Dr  Charoen is still alive. In 1986 the Society for 
thee Study of Psychical Science (Chomrom Suksa Withayasat Thang 
Chit)Chit) was established. Professor  Khlum became an active member, 
althoughh only shortly because he died in 1987. The organisation is 
connectedd with the Scientific Research Centre of Mahidol Univer-
sity,, the Science Association, the Faculty of Science of Chulalong-
kornn University (Professor  Khlum' s faculty), and the Association 
forr  Psychic Research. In 1997/1998 the society, by its present presi-
dentt  popularly rendered in English as 'The Reincarnation Club,' 
wass still active, organising a meeting every other  month in co-
operationn with the Association for  Psychic Research. The Reincar-
nationn Club's members study phenomena like spirit mediums, te-
lepathy,, meditation, and reincarnation. 

ProfessorProfessor Dhephanom Muanman 
II  learned about The Reincarnation Club in August 1997 through 
Professorr  Dhephanom Muangman, the organisation's President and, 
att  the time, Chairman of the Bangkok Governor's advisory team on 
publicc health. Professor  Dhephanom is a politician and a well-
knownn public figure. I approached the Professor  after  somebody 
hadd told me about his (spiritualist ) interest in King Taksin. 

Thee scientific career  of Professor  Dhephanom began in the 
Unitedd States, where he graduated from Jefferson Medical College. 
Inn Thailand he has been Dean of the Faculty of Public Health at 
Mahidoll  University for  many years. Thereafter, also at Mahidol 
University,, he became Dean of the Faculty of Environmental and 
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Resourcess Studies. At present he still is a member of the University 
Council.. His early political career is associated with the Thai AIDS 
preventionn campaigns of the late eighties, in particular. Professor 
Dhephanomm is, or has been, a member, advisor, or even founder of 
manyy prestigious international organisations, such as the World 
Healthh Organisation, UNICEF, World Bank, the Association of 
Medicall  Doctors of Asia, and the Asia Pacific Academic Consor-
tiumm for Public Health. At present his political interests are in envi-
ronmentall  issues and public health, such as air pollution, waste 
problems,, and misuse of agricultural chemicals. Professor Dhepha-
nomm regularly appears in the Thai media. He is often cited on issues 
ass the dangers of food colours, germs in drinking water supplies, 
andd dumping waste in the Chao Phraya river, but also on the subject 
off  space aliens, with whom he has regular telepathic contact 
(throughh mind-waves, thorachit). 

Whenn we met, Professor Dhephanom told me about his in-
terestt in spirits and aliens. Not only does he regularly experience the 
existencee of both spirits and aliens, but he also has been able to reg-
isterr phenomena related to these invisible worlds with his Polaroid 
camera.. As an example the professor showed me a Polaroid photo-
graphh of a sword. The photograph had a coloured streak over the 
sword,, and he told me the following.38 

Alreadyy for years people from all over the country had come 
too him to present him swords. Al l these people shared the same ex-
perience.. In a dream a voice told them that the sword in their pos-
sessionn originally had belonged to King Taksin and that they 
thereforee could not keep it, but should bring it to Professor Dhepha-
nom.. Thus he came to own a large collection of swords, something 
hee appreciates very much as it is thanks to swords that the Thai are 
aa free people for more then 800 years already. Swords should be 
respectedd and taken care of. Later, his interest in swords inspired 
himm to found a sword fighting school, as this Thai martial art should 
bee preserved. The problem with the swords presented to him was of 
coursee that he did not know which sword was the real sword of 
Kingg Taksin, nor whether he actually possessed this sword at all. 
Professorr Dhaphanom felt closely connected with King Taksin be-
cause,, in a dream, King Taksin had told him that the professor in 
onee of his former lives had been King Taksin's 29th and favourite 

J88 From Interview August 18, 1997. 
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son.. When finally the original sword was brought to the professor 
itss originality was proven by the Polaroid camera. The streak on the 
picturee is purple-gold: King Taksin used to wear a sash of the same 
colours. . 

Spirits,, according to the professor, can be contacted through 
spiritt mediums or - as he has experienced himself - spirits can con-
tactt people by approaching them in their dreams. Aliens (manut 
tangtang daw) become 'visible*  when you think of them: then they will 
manifestt themselves. The professor maintains regular contact with 
alienss through telepathy. In a The Nation article of July 6, 199739 

thee professor recalls an encounter of June 24 of that year when he 
wass flying back to Thailand from Munich: 

Thee plane was at an altitude of about 21,000 feet. I sent out 
myy telepathic message that if there were any UFOs around I 
wouldd like them to come into sight. A few minutes later I 
saww three balls of light approaching the plane and they were 
laterr accompanied by five others. 

Hee recorded the phenomenon with his video camera. The professor 
iss convinced of the significance of the objective capacities of re-
cordingg materials. During our conversation he showed me some 
itemss from his large collection of photographs with strange light 
effectss and impossible shadows, proving the existence of UFO's as 
welll  as of spirits. According to Professor Dhephanom the camera 
neverr lies and may reveal things that otherwise would remain in-
visiblee to the human eye.40 

399 The Professor appears regularly in newspapers and magazines to present his 
vieww on the possibility of life on other planets. See for instance The Nation, July 
6,19977 or the cover story of Hi-Class Magazine August, 1998. 
400 The same interest in photography occurred in the European Spiritualist scene 
fromm the early 1870s, because photography was considered 'a witness which can-
nott be deceived, which has no preconceived opinions, which cannot register "sub-
jective""  impressions; a thoroughly scientific witness...' (Wallace 1896:211, 
quotedd in Pels 1995:83). See Van der Veer for a detailed account of the rise of 
spiritualismm in Britain (2001:58-66). 
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DrDr Naiphinich Kotchabhakdi 
Professorr Dhephanom had told me about The Reincarnation Club 
andd I attended their meeting of August 23, 1997. About fifty mem-
berss had come to listen to a presentation on 'Young children who 
rememberr their former lives.'41 The meeting started with an intro-
ductionn given by the organisation's secretary, Dr Naiphinich 
Kotchabkhadi,, director of the Neuro-Behavioural Centre at the In-
stitutee of Science and Technology of Mahidol University, and his 
speechh revealed some of the frustrations he had to deal with as a 
scientistt involved with research into the supernatural. He told the 
audiencee that farang (Westerners) regard the belief in spirits as su-
perstition,, and hence the people who are interested in this kind of 
phenomenaa as naive and credulous (ngom ngai). But, he continued, 
suchh is not the case with members of the society. The society is ap-
proachingg the 'problem of spirits and former lives' in a scientific 
manner.. The important issue is to learn to distinguish the 'real' from 
thee 'fake.' Dr Naiphinich concluded his speech by referring to the 
manyy years of collaboration between their organisation and the 
Universityy of Virginia - in the person of Professor Ian Stevenson -
demonstratingg that after all also academic farang take serious scien-
tifi cc interest in these matters.42 

Ass Dr Naiphinich told me later, he strives for a 'crossover 
betweenn science and religion,' that is, a 'spiritual science' (winyan 
sat).sat).4343 He foresees that in the 21st century 'spiritual science' wil l be 
aa major curriculum all over the world. The increasing importance of 
thee Internet wil l facilitate the spread of 'spiritual science.' Societal 
troubless wil l force humanity to reconsider the relation between 
mind,, body, and environment. Very much in line with Dr Charoen's 
Coldd War psychological insights, he draws a connection between 

411 The presentation was given by Mr. Suttaya Watchaphai, an autodidact re-
searcherr in this field. 
422 Already Professor Khlum had conducted research together with Professor Ste-
venson,, on 'people remembering former lives' in Northeast Thailand, (see The 
WorldWorld of Soul [1972]). Stevenson, connected to the University of Virginia School 
off  Medicine, has published his work on 'cases of reincarnation' in a variety of 
scientificc journals, among which Contributions to Asian Studies, the Journal of 
AsianAsian and African Studies and the International Journal of Comparative Sociol-
ogyogy (see Stevenson 1970, 1972; and Stevenson and Story 1970). Much of his 
researchh was funded by the Parapsychology Foundation, an American organisa-
tion. . 
433 Interview with Dr. Naiphinich, October 28,1998. 
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mentall  health and morality. A good person is mentally healthy, 
whichh in its turn is reflected in a physical health. An immoral, thus 
mentallyy unhealthy person, however, has a larger chance of devel-
opingg diseases as cancer. Dr Naiphinich: 

Thee fact that so many people develop cancer these days is 
indicativee of the state of decay of societies. The mind pro-
tectss the body and can protect it against bad [immoral] influ-
ences.. I call this potential of the mind 'neuro-psycho-
immunology.'' The power of the mind (phalang chit), or 
psychicc power, is therefore of utmost importance for human-
ityity  and deserves all research required to understand its work-
ing.. This is not a matter of researching fairy tales (ruang 
magical)magical) but a matter of researching the truth (ruang chin) 
(interview,, October 28,1998). 

Drr Naiphinich told me that he nor his scientific interests are taken 
seriouslyy by the majority of his colleagues. At the same time, how-
ever,, he is part of an elite network of which all members, from a 
scientificc background or otherwise, share Dr Naiphinich's political 
andd religious outlook. In answer to my question regarding the pro-
fessionss and backgrounds of the members of the Society for the 
Studyy of Psychical Science, Dr Naiphinich mentions doctors - doc-
torss have a particular interest since they are confronted on a daily 
basiss with spirits of deceased patients - biologists and chemists. 
Amongg other people, he mentions the name of Dr Phichai Tovivich, 
ann associate professor of the faculty of pharmaceutical chemistry at 
Chulalongkornn University. The person of Dr Phichai leads us back 
too the main case of this chapter. Already on Thursday October 24, 
19966 I had met Dr Phichai, the present president of the Prayers So-
ciety,, during the Chulalongkorn Day praying ceremony at the 
equestriann statue. 

DrDr Phichai Tovivich and the reviving spirit of the Huppha Sawan 

Drr Phichai's involvement with the Huppha Sawan began in 1992. 
Att that time the organisation was in a serious impasse. Promising 
attemptss in the late eighties, early nineties to resume constructing 
thee Religious Land had come to an abrupt halt in March 1991. The 
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governorr of Ratchaburi withdrew his earlier permission to continue 
thee activities at the Religious Land after a group of military had 
stagedd a coup d'état on Februari 23, 1991 and proclaimed martial 
law.. The exact political considerations of the governor cannot be 
traced,, but his order to the Huppha Sawan to leave the Religious 
Landd refers to the state of martial law (see Choompol 1992:98). 
Suchart,, who had resumed his task as the World Peace Envoy after 
1987,, had to withdraw from public activities again. He decided to 
enterr the monkhood and stepped down as the daily leader of the 
Hupphaa Sawan.45 

Leftt without a leader and having lost the Religious Land, the 
Hupphaa Sawan in 1992 considered liquidation. But then - just in 
time,, as I was told - a new leader was found in the person of associ-
atee professor Dr Phichai Tovivich.46 Here the fact that Suchart had 
establishedd his movement as a more or less self-sustaining, formal 
structuree proves vital for understanding its survival through this dif-
ficultt period. Because the organisation did not solely depend on 
Suchart'ss charisma as a spirit medium, a new leader could be ap-
pointed,, and the old teachings could take a fresh course. 

Drr Phichai has a background in chemistry. He took a PhD 
fromm Boston University and at the time of my research he was con-
nectedd to the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Chemistry of Chulalong-
kornn University as an associate professor. Apart from this, he runs a 
businesss in laboratory equipment. As Dr Phichai told me in Febru-
aryy 1997, he did not know anything about the Huppha Sawan until 
1992,, when one of his customers had told him about the fate of the 
Religiouss Land. This customer invited Dr Phichai to the Huppha 
Sawan'ss headquarters, and since then Dr Phichai dropped by every 

444 On February 23, 1991, a group of array officers - known as the 'Class Five 
Group'' - staged a coup d' état. They installed a governing council, named khana 
raksaraksa khwam sangob riaproi haeng chat, or the National Peace Keeping Council 
(NPKC).. Immediately after of the coup, measures restricting the press, labour 
unionss and other democratic organisations were taken. 
455 In 1987 the World Peace Envoy went to Japan, Sri Lanka, Mexico and the 
USA.. The publications of the Prayers Society make no references to Suchart's 
arrestt in late 1987, nor to the fact that he was sentenced to jail for one year in 
1988.. The list of 'Religious Missions for Peace' does not show any significant 
interruptionss as Suchart was released on bail almost immediately. Already in May 
19888 he had left again for another mission to the United States. 
466 Unless otherwise indicated, this section is based on an interview with Dr 
Phichaii  Tovivich held on February 7,1997. 
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noww and then. At one of his visits he met 'Achan' Suchart - now 
bearingg the monk's name Phra Ariyawanso - who still pays an oc-
casionall  visit to the Huppha Sawan.47 Achan Suchart invited Dr 
Phichaii  to become the new daily leader  of the organisation,48 and to 
becomee the successor  of the late Professor  Khlum Wacharobon. Dr 
Phichaii  used to know Professor  Khlum as he had been one of his 
studentss at Chulalongkorn University. Although Dr  Phichai felt 
honouredd by the request, and although he respected Professor 
Khlumm very much, he refused the offer  because he did not feel 
competentt  to fulfi l this position. 

But,, as Dr  Phichai says, nothing happens by mere chance. 
Whatt  he was not aware of at that time - but what he does know now 
-- was that the spirit of Somdet To was working hard to find a new 
leaderr  for  the Huppha Sawan.49 Therefore Somdet To had consulted 
thee spirit of Professor  Khlum whether  he knew someone who would 
bee suitable for  this task. Professor  Khlum' s spirit had suggested Dr 
Phichai.. On one of his next visits to the Huppha Sawan, the spirit of 
Somdett  To [in a possession session with Suchart/Phra Ariyawanso 
ass the monk's spirit medium] told Dr  Phichai that the spirit of Pro-
fessorr  Khlum 'in person' had recommended Dr  Phichai as the new 
leader.500 Dr  Phichai was very impressed and felt that he had to offer 

Inn the organisation's publications on the teachings and activities of Suchart 
beforee entering monkhood, he is usually called the 'World Peace Envoy' (thut 
santiphapsantiphap haeng lok). His followers addressed him as phanathan (your excel-
lency)) (Jackson 1989:155). Since his second period as World Peace Envoy (from 
19877 to 1992) this had changed in achan Suchart' (Dr Suchart)' and even 'Pro-
fessorr Dr (satsarachari) Suchart.' The list 'Awards and Honours received from 
Foreignn Countries' mentions an 'Honorary Doctorate Degree of Humane Letters 
(LHD)) from John Dewey University Consortium of America (1987), the title 
'Honoraryy Doctor of World Peace' presented by Parthasarathy International Cul-
turall  Academy, India (1989), and a 'Dignity Degree of Doctor of Divinity ' pre-
sentedd by Trinity Bible Research Centre, India (1989). Not only his followers 
addressedd him as achan, but also most foreign institutions and individuals ad-
dressedd their letters now to Dr Suchart or Professor Dr Suchart Kosolkitiwong. It 
shouldd be noted that the title achan expresses the esteem for respected persons 
withh a particular knowledge, skill, or proficiency, and that its use is certainly not 
limitedd to an academic context. Achan is comparable to the traditional Western 
usee of 'Master,' including its non-academic usage. 
488 Until this very day Suchart remains the spiritual leader. 
499 He knows this because it was told to him by the spirit of Somdet To. The spirit 
mediumm is Suchart, who is the spirit medium for the three Bodhisattvas. 
500 This may seem in contradiction with my observation in Chapter II that monk-
hoodd puts restrictions on spirit mediumship, since dressing up according to the 
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hiss support. After all, there were no reasons to refuse. The Huppha 
Sawann was only striving for good things: peace, religion, the king, 
andd the monarchy in general. 

Subsequently,, Dr Phichai was installed as the President of 
thee Samnak Pu Sawan Fellows' Society, an organisation founded in 
19922 'in order to carry out the ten objectives of Samnak Pu Sawan' 
(SPSFSS 1996). Dr Phichai took responsibility for all major activities 
aroundd the Fellow's Society. At present he is also the President of 
thee Jinapanjara Suttam Prayers Society (the Prayers Society), the 
Presidentt of the Inter-Religious Foundation for Peace, and Secretary 
Generall  of the Office of the World Peace Envoy. 

Underr the energetic guidance of Dr Phichai the situation has 
improvedd tremendously. The headquarters are located in a side lane 
off  Petchkasem Road (Bangkok), in a brand-new four-storey build-
ing,, named Ariya Sai Si, (The Four Noble Truths). The old 'resi-
dence'' (samnak), built not long after the establishment of the 
Samnakk Pu Sawan (which was first located in a ordinary house), is 
oppositee the Ariya Sai Si building. The samnak is still used, but is 
noo longer as significant as before. The first floor of the Ariya Sai Si 
buildingg houses a vegetarian restaurant (Jay Jay) and a book- and 
amulett shop (Dharma Maitree Shop). The second floor contains a 
permanentt exhibition on 'The Twelve World Religions.'51 On the 
thirdd floor one can find the offices of, among others, the Samnak Pu 
Sawann Fellows' Society, the Prayers Society, the Praying Society 
forr Paying Respect to the Bodhisattva Avoliketsavara (the Chinese 
goddesss Chao Mae Kuan Im), and The Vegetarian Centre of Thai-
land.. The Office of the World Peace Envoy is accommodated on 
thiss floor as well. Most important, however, is the fourth floor with 
thee Meditation Hall, or Hall of Samnakk Pu Sawan's Great Teachers 
(Boromm Kru Hall). Here not only the statues of the Buddha (phra 
phutthaphuttha rattana), Luang Pu Thuat, Somdet To, Thao Maha Phrom 

possessingg spirit would imply a literal disrobing of the monk. But in this case, the 
monkk Phra Ariyawanso is possessed by the spirit of the monk Somdet To, cir-
cumventingg the dressing problem. 
511 Hinduism, Judaism, Shintoism, Taoism, Zoroastrianism, Zen, Buddhism, 
Christianity,, Confucianism, Islam, Sikhism, and Baha'i. The exhibition is divided 
intoo twelve 'corners', each dedicated to one religion. In the corners are on dis-
play:: photographs of the religions' main places of worship; religious parapherna-
liaa (if available); photographs of religious leader(s) or, if existing, photographs of 
thee religious leader(s) with Suchart and/or photographs of the religious leader(s) 
withh King Bhumibol. 
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Chinnaa Panchara, Chao Mae Kuan lm, and the Buddha Maitreya are 
exhibited,, but even relies of these Great Teachers. With its marble 
floorr  and its teak panelling this clean, luxurious, air-conditioned 
placee breathes an atmosphere in between of that of a modern temple 
andd the entrance hall of a bank. The people present are usually lost 
inn meditation, or  praying on deep red mats in front of the holy im-
ages.. On Saturdays, Sundays, important religious holidays, royal 
birthdayss and other  royal celebrations, and on every first  and nine-
teenthh day of the month, meditation, chanting and praying sessions 
aree organised in this Hall. Once again, the Huppha Sawan is pros-
peringg and in smooth waters. 

Too introduce the reader  to the renewed millenarianism and 
spiritualismm of the Huppha Sawan/Prayers Society, I wil l discuss the 
rolee of spirits in Dr  Phichai's personal lif e on the basis of an inter-
vieww I had with him in August 1997, and a booklet he wrote in 1997 
aboutt  the imminent end of the world. By the end of 1998 at least 
600,0000 copies of this booklet had been distributed for  free and a 
neww edition was planned.52 

SpiritualismSpiritualism and materialism 

Accordingg to Dr  Phichai, the spirits of Luang Pu Thuat and Somdet 
To,, and Thao Maha Phrom Chinna Panchara are co-operating in 
heaven.. Luang Pu Thuat is in control of the spirits and Somdet To is 
hiss assistant. The special powers of Somdet To are more in the field 
off  compassion (metta) which for  Dr  Phichai mainly means protec-
tionn against illness and health problems. Thao Maha Phrom Chinna 
Pancharaa averts evil. Together  they oversee everything: they are a 
comprehensivee entity. For  Dr  Phichai personally, Luang Pu Thuat is 
thee most important Bodhisattva. Whenever  he has to do something 
off  importance he directs himself to Luang Pu Thuat first  of all. 
Askedd in what respects the three Bodhisatrvas are so important to 
him,, he told example after  example, revealing the practical and ma-
teriall  nature of the support the spirit world (lok winyari) provides to 
Drr  Phichai. Apart from this, the case of Dr  Phichai is a fine example 
off  support from the spirit world taking the shape of an almost per-
sonall  relationship. Irrespective of the centrality of Somdet To in the 

Seee The Bangkok Post, 26-10-1998, feature: The prophecies of Dr Phichai 
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Prayerss Society's teachings, and of the equestrian statue as its main 
placee of worship, for his day-to-day business concerns Dr Phichai 
solelyy relies on the protection and support of Luang Pu Thuat, who 
thereforee may be regarded as his personal patron (thi phung, see 
Chapterr II) . I have chosen to present a substantial part of Dr 
Phichai'ss enumeration to demonstrate how his spiritualism reveals 
hiss material preoccupations. 

Drr Phichai began with the story of his secretary's stolen car. 
Drr Phichai had directed a prayer to Luang Pu Thuat and a week 
laterr they received a telephone call from the police that the car was 
found.. In 1996, when Dr Phichai was attending the World Trancen-
dentall  Meditation Congress in the Netherlands, he met a professor 
whoo told him that his car was stolen that week in Amsterdam (here 
Drr Phichai expressed his surprise upon learning that 'rich' and 'de-
veloped'' countries like the Netherlands still have to cope with car 
theft).. He told the professor how the car of his secretary was re-
turnedd and promised that he would do his best to get the professor's 
carr back. In order to do so, Dr Phichai needed a description of the 
car,, and place and time of the crime. After the congress Dr Phichai 
wentt to Amsterdam. He went to the street where the car had been 
stolenn and directed a prayer to Luang Pu Thuat. A few months later, 
veryy unexpectedly, the son of the professor - on his way to Burma -
camee to see Dr Phichai to tell him how grateful his father was. The 
carr had been found! It was completely burned out, but that was no 
problem.. Because it had been found, the insurance compensated for 
thee lost car. 

Uponn my question how this could happen, Dr. Pichai ex-
plainedd to me how the spirit world operates. Since he has made a 
studyy of the spirit world, Dr Phichai knows that Luang Pu Thuat is 
inn charge of all spirits residing in the human world. These spirits not 
onlyy include the spirits of the dead, but also the spirits of places. 
Everyy place on earth has its own spirit. We are not able to see those 
spirits,, but they can see us. So in case of the stolen cars, Dr Phichai 
askedd Luang Pu Thuat to get in touch with the spirit of the place 
wheree the car was stolen to ask that spirit what he had seen, what 
thee thief looked like, which direction the car went, etc. Then Luang 
Puu Thuat passes this information to all other spirits. As soon as one 
spiritt sees the car or recognises the thief, he wil l contact Luang Pu 
Thuat.. Luang Pu Thuat, subsequently, wil l take care that the infor-
mationn reaches the human world. 'Actually' Dr Phichai said, 'the 
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principl ee is very similar  to contacting the police in this world, only 
thiss is more effective.' 

Luangg Pu Thuat not only helps to return stolen objects, but 
alsoo supports Dr  Phichai in many other  respects. For  instance, when 
Drr  Phichai has to see a potential customer to persuade him to place 
ann order  with him, he also asks Luang Pu Thuat to approach the 
spiritt  of the place to assist Dr  Phichai in convincing that person. 
'Thi ss works amazingly well, actually it works always. So many 
timess things have happened that could not be explained without the 
protectionn of Luang Pu Thuat and the other  Bodhisattvas.' 

Takee for  instance that time when he had to send a new price 
listt  to a company in Khorat. Whether  his fir m would receive an or-
derr  would depend on the prices. Many times his secretary attempted 
too fax the list, but she did not succeed. At a certain moment an other 
employeee rushed into the secretary's office: the list she wanted to 
faxx contained the wrong prices (too high). Thereupon she tried to 
faxx the correct list, which offered no problem at all. It turned out 
that,, while attempting to send the wrong fax, all the time she had 
dialledd the phone instead of the fax number. 

Drr  Phichai also told about another, very similar, experience. 
Thee company where he used to buy equipment had become very 
expensive,, so Dr  Phichai decided to contact a cheaper, Japanese 
firm.firm.  The prices of this fir m were good, so it was decided to place 
ann order  with them. For  reasons unclear, it was impossible to send 
thee fax with the order. At a certain moment they received a phone 
calll  from the Japanese firm . They told Dr  Phichai to wait a littl e 
longerr  with the order, since a special discount would be arranged. 
Whenn the definitive prices were clear  there were no problems with 
sendingg the fax at all. 

Thee most recent example of the continuous support from the 
spiritt  world happened just a few months earlier. The firm  of Dr 
Phichaii  wanted to place an order  of two million bant with a German 
company.. Normally, when an order  exceeds one million bant it is 
possiblee to arrange special conditions for  payment. This generally 
includess a tax exemption and the possibility to pay in instalments 
overr  a longer  period. There is a disadvantage, though: one has to 
payy interest. This time he could not succeed in getting such an ex-
tendedd payment arrangement. Even a complaint was sent to the 
motherr  company in Germany, but that did not help either. But now 
Drr  Phichai realises that the spirit world was protecting him. The re-
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centt devaluation of the baht would have cost him an extra 600,000 
bantt if he would have actually negotiated the arrangement. 

Thee protection of the spirit world works in other important 
situationss as well. Once, Dr Phichai wanted to send a complaint to 
thee government about the way they had treated the Huppha Sawan. 
Whilee he was writing the electricity broke down and he was unable 
too finish his letter. Dr Phichai told Achan Suchart that he had not 
finishedfinished writing yet. Then Achan Suchart said that there was a rea-
sonn for the electricity breakdown: the letter was too provoking. 
Thus,, Dr Phichai reformulated the letter in much milder expres-
sions.. As a result, the letter was received very well and printed in 
manyy newspapers without any problems. 

Anotherr strange phenomenon Dr Phichai noticed is that eve-
rybodyy who is honest to him is doing very well, and the other way 
round!!  Al l his business partners are experiencing economic pro-
gress.. But as soon as somebody tries to cheat him (what fortunately 
rarelyy happens) the swindler suffers an economic setback or worse. 

Forr instance, a company had asked the firm of Dr Phichai to 
draww the plan for a new laboratory. This (very reasonably priced) 
100,0000 baht order was part of a larger project, costing over twenty-
threee million baht. After they had sent in the designs, they did not 
hearr anything anymore and no payment was made. So Dr Phichai 
startedd to send reminders, but the company did not react. At a cer-
tainn moment Dr Phichai sent a final notice, with the warning that if 
theyy did not pay before a certain date, a lawsuit would be filed. Dr 
Phichaii  did not receive anything on Saturday, he did not receive 
anythingg on Sunday. On Monday morning Dr Phichai received the 
newss that Monday morning around 01.00 AM, just after the dead-
linee had expired, a big fire had destroyed the entire company build-
ing.. Dr Phichai's concluded: 'Now their costs were far and far 
higherr then when they had paid those 100,000 baht.' Dr Phichai has 
aa similar example of punishment through interference of the spirit 
world:: at another company that had refused to pay a bill , a burglar 
tookk away all valuables. 

Anotherr example: Dr Phichai had a long-standing business 
relationshipp - for some twenty years - with a Japanese firm. At a 
certainn moment the owner learned that Dr Phichai was also working 
ass a university lecturer. Thereupon this man suddenly regarded Dr 
Phichaii  no longer as being a real manager. Since that time he ar-
rangedd all things with Dr Phichai's partner. This partner wanted to 
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movee their  firm  to another  part of Bangkok. This resulted in a break 
betweenn the two men, as Dr  Phichai and the majorit y of his em-
ployeess had a different opinion on that matter. Consequently, the 
partnerr  and Dr  Phichai continued their  businesses independently. 
Thee Japanese firm  remained with the partner, and Dr  Phichai found 
anotherr  fir m to co-operate with. The end of the story was that both 
hiss ex-partner  and the Japanese firm  went broke. Dr  Phichai's new 
business,, on the contrary, expanded and became an internationally 
operatingg firm. 

EnvironmentalEnvironmental millenarianism 

Thee cornerstone of Suchart's general policy was to present the 
Hupphaa Sawan as part of an international network, and as working 
forr  an internationally accepted good cause, namely, peace. Al-
thoughh the threat of a Thir d World War is still part and parcel of the 
Hupphaa Sawan's teachings, the Cold War and the threat of commu-
nismm have faded into the background at present. Today the organi-
sation'ss doomsday expectations are articulated in terms of another 
globall  anxiety: the destruction of the environment and its disastrous 
consequencess for  the world, and for  the Thai nation in particular . In 
thiss new perspective, the presentation as an organisation with 
internationall  contacts and concerns has remained important. 

Inn 1997 Dr. Pichai published a booklet in a Thai and an Eng-
lishh edition, in which he warns the Thai people and the world of the 
imminentt  disasters from all four  elements that wil l hit the world 
fromm 1999 onwards. His predictions, leaning on a prophesy of the 
Buddhaa and the prognostications of Nostradamus,5 are embedded 

^A.D.^A.D. 1999: The World in Disaster; B.E. 2542: The Ways for Survival! 1999 Lok 
Phinat;Phinat; 2542 Phaen Yu Rot, Compiled by Associate Professor Dr Phichai 
Tovivich.. The English translation is published 'To Celebrate the Auspicious Oc-
casionn of His Majesty the King Bhumibol Adulyadej the Great's 6th Cycle Brith-
dayy [sic] Anniversary 5th December 1999.' 
544 Throughout the period of research Nostradamus was a big hit. The predictions 
weree widely read and regularly discussed in the media. The translation by Prof. 
Charoenn Watanasin was a bestseller in 1997 and 1998. Dr Phichai thus shares his 
interestt in Nostradamus with many other Thai. The host of the popular television 
talkk show Ti Sip (10 PM) told the audience in a broadcast dedicated to the 
propheciess that he believed in the predictions, although only 50-50. He said that 
'thee world wouldn' t explode as he [Nostradamus] may have suggested, but there 
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inn the environmental perspective of global warming. The Buddha is 
believedd to have predicted that his teachings would start to decay 
graduallyy half-way a cycle of 5,000 years, from 2,500 BE (1957 
AC)) onwards.55 The moral decay would eventually cause suffering 
andd disasters. Where Suchart linked the dark era with communism 
andd World War III , Dr Phichai emphasises devastation by natural 
disasters.. Earthquakes, irregular droughts and floods, tornadoes, 
volcanicc eruptions, and toxic air wil l torment humanity, and destroy 
90%% of the earth's surface, except for Thailand which wil l suffer 
damagee for 70% only. Only good people (that is, those who medi-
tate,, follow the five precepts, pray the phra khatha chinna panchon, 
andd worship holy objects) will be spared. After the disasters: 

[t]hee number of the survivors in Thailand wil l be higher than 
thosee of other  countries. The Thai language may become the 
majormajor language of the world at last because foreign people, 
thoughh alive, wil l lose their mental consciousness. The 
morall  Thai survivors will be the chroniclers of the events for 
thee next generation (Phichai 1997:28-29, emphasis in origi-
nal). . 

Drr Phichai's predictions on Thai survivors echo Dr Charoen's theo-
riess on mental health and Buddhist morality. In his introduction Dr 
Phichaii  places his ominous predictions in the context of King Bhu-
mibol'ss concern with the environment and the preservation of for-
ests.. As 1999 would also be the year of the king's sixth cycle 
birthdayy (72nd) anniversary, the praying sessions from August 1997 
onwardss were called the 'Chanting for National Security Project,' 
dedicatedd to this auspicious occasion. From the spirit world Somdet 
Too is working to delay the disasters for thirty years. But, whether he 

iss a trend that the world would be wrecked by war' (quotation taken from The 
Nation,Nation, 27-2-1988). 
555 According to Craig Reynolds this idea is 'an invention of modern Buddhist 
consciousness'' (Hamilton 1993: 374 note 1). However, an inscription made in 
13577 by the Sukhothai King Luethai mentions that the Buddha has predicted that 
hiss teachings would not last forever, already. Also King Luethai believed that the 
Buddhaa era would last 5,000 year. For King Luethai, however, not the year 2,500 
BEE but particularly the year 2,000 BE (1456/7) was significant as by then the 
Buddhistt scriptures would be lost. Without the meritorious effect of being able to 
recitee or to listen to the scriptures, the chance of a good rebirth would decrease 
tremendouslyy (Terwiel 2001). 
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wil ll  succeed depends on the joint efforts of all good people. Again 
proclaimingg a possible postponement of the apocalypse, the Prayers 
Society'ss teachings continue Suchart's line of millenarianism. 

Inn a nutshell the booklet of Dr  Phichai is another  example of 
thee mixed discourse which incorporates science, contemporary po-
liticall  issues, and nationalism into Thai middle-class spirituality . 
Forr  instance, we may note how scientifically formulated warnings 
(globall  warming, melting polar  icecaps, ozon depletion) are brought 
intoo line with predictions made by the Buddha and Nostradamus. At 
thee same time the booklet provides a moral context for  the nation-
widee concern with the consequences of the local destruction of the 
environmentt  (landslides in the South, yearly floods in Bangkok, 
droughtss in the Northeast, nation-wide deforestation, air- and water 
pollution). . 

Drr  Phichai's concerns are actually more with the Buddhist 
morall  order  than with the environment, which becomes clear  from 
thee fact that the changes of conduct he advises are merely moral in 
nature.. The theme of the superiority of the Thai morality leading to 
thee Thai language becoming the world' s major  language demon-
stratess the ardent nationalism involved, and at the same time shows 
howw the hegemony of the United States has become a model of ul-
timatee global power. Finally, by asking his readers to dedicate the 
meritt  generated by chanting and meditating to the king, Dr  Phichai 
confirmss the king's position at the apex of the moral order  and, 
withoutt  explicitly saying so, as the only one who can avert the im-
minentt  disasters. Here Dr  Phichai connects his millenarianism with 
thee widely held conviction that the destination of the Thai nation 
largelyy depends on the virtu e and merit of the king. In Chapter  V I 
wil ll  elaborate on the import of this belief for  the King Chulalong-
kornn cult and the cult which simultaneously takes shape around 
Kin gg Bhumibol. Here, I wil l pursue my argument on the importance 
off  individuals with an education in Western sciences - Weber's lite-
ratirati  of the present - for  current developments in Thai popular  re-
ligiosityy a littl e further . 

Prominentt  scientists as Dr  Charoen, Professor  Khlum, Pro-
fessorr  Dhephanom and Dr  Phichai at least blur  the distinction be-
tweenn 'scientific'  and 'supernatural'  discourses. Their  convictions 
aree widely disseminated through their  regular  exposure in the mass 
media,, as well as through the high output of seminars, lectures, 
books,, and tapes produced by the network they are part of. In July 
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1997,, 4,000 people attended the * first-ever' seminar in Thailand on 
UFOs,, telepathic contact with aliens, and a possible outbreak of star 
wars.566 In Februari 1998 'the country's leading astrologers, media-
tors,, yogis, academics, and scientists' attended a two-day seminar 
entitledd '1999-2000: The World According to the Doomsday Pre-
dictionn and How to Survive,' a seminar very much in line with Dr 
Phichai'ss predictions of environmental disasters.57 

Thee use of scientific vocabulary, categories, and methodolo-
giess for approaching supernatural phenomena is appealing to large 
groupss of people - including members of the establishment - who 
havee no academic background but who regard themselves as 'mod-
ern.'' Because of its powerful blending with nationalism and moral-
ityy such thinking enables people to believe in the supernatural while 
beingg a truly modern person and a Thai Buddhist at the same time. 
Too be clear, this new, blending discourse is more than a scientific 
endorsementt on supernatural phenomena: for the people involved it 
makess supernatural reality even more real than it was already. This 
modernn spiritualist discourse therefore is a vital element for ex-
plainingg the continuing appeal of the Reincarnation Club, the Hup-
phaa Sawan/Prayers Society, and related phenomena among which 
thee King Chulalongkorn cult. 

TheThe Prayers Society and the King Chulalongkorn cult 

Anotherr explanation for the Huppha Sawan/Prayers society's suc-
cesss is its ability to incorporate the latest trends in popular religios-
ityy in its teachings. There is no evidence that the Huppha Sawan had 
everr shown any specific interest in King Chulalongkorn before the 
Prayerss Society started with its chanting sessions at the equestrian 
monument.. Suchart - like many other Sino-Thai - worshipped King 
Taksin.588 As early as 1973 the Huppha Sawan erected a statue of 
Kingg Taksin as a sign of respect next to the samnak. Among the 
statuess of the Religious Land of Huppha Sawan there was only one 

Seee The Nation, 7-6-1997. The article quotes, among other attendants, both Dr 
Phichaii  and Prof. Dr Dhephanom. 
577 Quoted from The Bangkok Post, 22-2-1998. The article, again, quotes Prof. Dr. 
Dhephanom,, 'well-known for his contacts with aliens and chairman of the Mind 
Researchh Institute' (i.e. the Reincarnation Club). 

Taksinn had a Thai mother and Chinese father. 
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kinglyy statue, that of Rama I - the founder of Bangkok and the pre-
sentt Chakri Dynasty. The erection of this statue in 1978/1979, how-
ever,, should be understood against the background of the approach 
off  1982, when Thailand was to celebrate the bicentenary of Bang-
kokk as the national capital, as well as of the Chakri dynasty. These 
auspiciouss jubilees made 1982 an ideal year to organise auspicious 
events,, such as the three-day International Peace Conference 
plannedd already in 1978. 

Summarising,, the development of the organisation's interest 
inn King Chulalongkorn parallels the increasing general popularity of 
thee king among the Thai populace. It is no coincidence that the 
prayingg and chanting sessions at the equestrian statue of King Chu-
lalongkornn started in 1993, the same period that Wat Doi Chang and 
Maee Wan incorporated worshipping King Chulalongkorn into their 
religiouss practices. Linking their activities with the King Chu-
lalongkornn cult gave the Huppha Sawan an excellent opportunity to 
recoverr from its impasse, just as linking with the King Chulalong-
kornn cult gave the abbot and the spirit medium the opportunity to 
recruitt a large group of followers from various parts of the country 
andd from different sections of society. In the remainder of this sec-
tionn I will attempt to provide a better comprehension of the dynam-
icss of the King Chulalongkorn cult by focussing on the mutual 
influencee between the King Chulalongkorn cult and the Prayers So-
ciety. . 

Whatt explanation does the Prayers Society itself give to its 
initiativee to organise praying sessions at the equestrian statue? Dr 
Phichaii  provided the following answer. He told me that the Prayers 
Societyy started the praying sessions to counterbalance the failing 
healthh of King Bhumibol with the positive power generated by the 
praying.. The concern for the King's health is not only the Prayers 
Society's,, but is a lasting and increasing worry, shared by the ma-
jorityy of the populace (see further Chapter V). When King Bhumi-
boll  was hospitalised in March 1995 due to heart problems, the 
Prayerss Society intensified the praying program by organising addi-
tionall  praying and chanting sessions at other royal statues. The in-
tensifiedd program, according to Dr Phichai, proved very effective. 
Almostt immediately His Majesty's health began to improve and it 
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didd not take long before he could leave the hospital in good health 
again.59 9 

Thiss perspective implies that in the Prayers Society's teach-
ingss neither King Chulalongkorn nor other late kings of the Chakri 
dynastyy play any specific role in protecting the religion, the nation, 
andd the monarchy. Their statues function merely as auspicious 
placess suitable for - nationalistic - praying sessions, like certain 
datess or occasions are regarded as auspicious moments in time to 
organisee a session. In the organisation's beliefs the spiritual and 
magicall  power of Somdet To and his phra khatha chinnapanchon 
aree of much more significance. In fact, the King Chulalongkorn cult 
hardlyy affects the Prayers Society's teachings as such. But, con-
versely,, the presence and practices of the Prayers Society on the 
Royall  Plaza do affect other people's rites of worship. First of all, as 
II  wil l describe below, the increasing number of people participating 
inn the praying sessions makes it more difficult to confine oneself to 
individuall  worshipping. 

Beforee the chanting begins, a tape with a song in honour of 
Kingg Chulalongkorn is played loudly.60 At the first note all partici-
pantss rise from the sheets and stand. The scene is very much like the 
Nationall  Anthem is being played. As I noticed, for most 'independ-
ent'' worshippers, largely sitting between the statue and the Prayers 
Society,, this standing up is 'irresistible.' Not joining in the rising 
wouldd seem rude and disrespectful. In addition, the Prayers Soci-
ety'ss volunteers take care that leaflets with the chanting program are 
distributedd to everybody present, inviting them to join in the chant-
ing.. Again, many people comply. As I was told upon asking some 
off  those people why they participated, 'why not?' One cannot pos-
siblyy have any moral or religious objection against chanting these 
texts.. Furthermore, the overwhelming effect of hundreds of people 
chantingg celebrated Pali-texts should not be underestimated. In such 

Kingg Bhumibol was hospitalised on March 15,1995, suffering from a narrowed 
arteryy substantially blocking the blood flow to the heart. The king underwent car-
dio-vascularr treatment and was discharged from hospital on March, 27, 1995. Dr 
Phichaii  did not mention the surgical treatment in his account of His Majesty's 
recovery. . 
600 The name of the song is Phra Piya Maharat (Great Beloved King). Its musical 
genree stands in between a German schlager and a Russian folk dance, with a 
touchh of opera. Anyhow, the song breathes a rather Western atmosphere. As 
manyy other songs from the Prayers Society's repertoire, Phra Piya Maharat was 
writtenn and composed by Mr. Prasert. 
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ann atmosphere it becomes almost impossible to conduct some form 
off  individual worshipping. 

Overr the two years that I have been a regular visitor to the 
square,, the 'absorption process*  clearly was cumulative. And since 
alll  participants time and again conduct the same procedure collec-
tively,, the sessions offer an extremely homogeneous - and impres-
sivee - image, making it seem that all have a single aim and a 
commonn belief. However, the increase of the number of people 
joiningg the Prayers Society's Thursday sessions does not imply that 
thesee people develop a more intensive engagement with the organi-
sationn or its teachings. The number of participants at the equestrian 
statuee sessions always exceeded the number of participants at other 
royall  monuments by far, which demonstrates that for the majority 
off  the Thursday participants their veneration for King Chulalong-
kornn is the main motive to engage in the sessions. 

Thiss leaves us with the question why King Chulalongkorn 
cann so easily be worshipped together with, or even via, Somdet To 
orr the phra khatha chinnapanchon. The import of this question 
reachess further than an attempt to understand the dynamics of the 
Thursdayy evenings at the equestrian statue, because the veneration 
forr Somdet To, as well as for other saints and divinities, is often 
combinedd with the King Chulalongkorn cult. Apparently, the incor-
porationn of King Chulalongkorn in the pantheon of popular reli-
giouss figures did not replace any monk or deity already venerated. 
Doess this imply that King Chulalongkorn possesses qualities that 
otherr saints are missing? 

Virtuallyy in every place where I found King Chulalongkorn 
ass an important object of worship, Somdet To, Luang Pu Thuat, and 
Chaoo Mae Kuan Im were worshipped too. At such temples and 
spiritt medium residences one generally will find copies of the phra 
khathakhatha chinnapanchon for free distribution. Apart from these four 
divinities,, a multitude of other (local) holy monks, gods, and kings 
mayy fill  the halls and altars of temples and spirit mediums. Wat Doi 
Changg and the tamnak of Mae Wan are clear examples of such 
places,, and in this respect they hardly differ from the Ariya Sai Si 
buildingg of the Prayers Society. In the final section of this chapter I 
wil ll  limit myself to the co-existence of the cults of Somdet To and 
Luangg Pu Thuat with that of King Chulalongkorn, because these 
twoo cults are most prominent nation-wide. The cult of Chao Mae 
Kuann Im in fact would deserve similar attention, but I will omit this 
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cultt because it belongs more particularly to Sino-Thai culture, 
whichh has not been a specific target of my research. 

TheThe Thai pantheon in transition 

Somdett To and Luang Pu Thuat both belong to the category of 
monkss who are venerated for the magical powers they are believed 
too possess. Such monks are usually addressed with the epithet luang 
phopho or luang pu (literally venerable father/venerable grandfather). 1 

Thee connection between monks and magic is an ancient one, and 
stilll  is part and parcel of present-day Thai Theravada Buddhism 
(Kirschh 1977; Mulder 1973; Peltier 1977; Tambiah 1988 [1984]; 
Taylorr 1993; Terwiel 1994 [1979]; Turton 1991). However, al-
thoughh any monk might engage in healing practices, applying magic 
tattoos,, making lottery predictions, or the production of amulets, 
doingg so does not make him a luang pho yet. To follow Peltier's 
explanation,, the assignment of the epithet luang pho is a popular 
assignmentt which does not follow any established rules, but solely 
dependss on the strength of the belief of the laity in a monk's super-
naturall  powers (aphinihan). But since the acclaimed supernatural 
powerss result from knowledge of the Buddhist scriptures, medita-
tion,, and moral discipline, most luang pho are praised for their ex-
cellencee in these practices. This explains why many luang pho 
belongg to one particular category of monks, the phra thudong or 
forestt monks. These monks follow thirteen additional ascetic pre-
ceptss (dhuthanga) and, as opposed to urban or village monks, dwell 
inn reclusion in the forest. For the laity these monks are wandering 

Thee title somdet (Somdet To) is an exception. Most luang pho have been ab-
botss (chao awat) (cf. Peltier 1977). Somdet To, apart from being the abbot of Wat 
Rakhang,, had the rank of phra phutthachan (venerable teacher) which is the 
highestt title awarded to monks in service of the palace (ibid.:97, note 1). Because 
off  his high rank he was addressed with the title somdet (comparable to 'excel-
lency').. The epithet achan (teacher) To instead of Somdet To is frequently heard, 
too.. Moreover, using the epithet Luang Pho instead of Somdet, as I have been 
told,, is not only inappropriate but also confusing. The name Luang Pho To refers 
too an Ayutthayan monk who was specialised in black magic (sayasat) and whose 
amuletss are in particular popular among thieves and machos (nakleng). Somdet 
To'ss powers, on the contrary, stem from his 'Buddhist qualities,' such as his 
knowledgee of the scriptures, his meditative skills, and his compassion (metta, 
lovingg kindness, see also below). 
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saints,, superior  in meditation and famous for  their  supernatural 
qualitiess (Taylor  1993). The lay appreciation and patronage of phra 
thudongthudong - a phenomenon starting among the elite in the forties and 
popularisedd in the sixties (ibid.) - to a large extent forms the basis 
off  what has become a Huangpho cult.' 

Unti ll  the beginning of the twentieth century, when modern 
mediaa and means of transport in Siam only had started to develop, 
thee fame of a luang pho remained a largely local phenomenon. But 
sincee the early fifties the magical powers of - an ever  growing 
numberr  of - luang pho have become a mass-media topic (Peltier 
1977:16-17).. For  this development I wil l use the generic term 
'luang'luang pho cult'  analogous to Tambiah's 'cult of amulets' (1988 
[1984]).622 Although within this cult a variety of subcults of individ -
uall  luang pho exist, these subcults share quite a number  of charac-
teristics,, which justifies the perception of them as a single 
phenomenon.. The interest in luang pho concerns both deceased and 
livin gg luang pho, as it is believed that also in the present time mira-
cless caused by the power  of dead luang pho occur. This power  usu-
allyy manifests itself through magical objects or  places related to 
thesee monks or  through encounters with these monks' spirits in - as 
hass been discussed in some detail before - dreams, visions, or  spirit 
mediumm sessions. 

Thee media attention paid to livin g luang pho can become so 
substantiall  that some of these monks even become national celebri-
ties,, regularly visited by members of the royal family or  members of 
otherr  elite circles, such as top politicians or  military . It goes without 
sayingg that a visit of the king contributes enormously to the fame of 
thee luang pho concerned (see Taylor  1993:207, 214-218). Neverthe-
less,, support from the highest circles does not imply that the cult 
aroundd an individual luang pho wil l last for  ever. The cult of Luang 
Puu Waen (who lived from 1888 to 1985), for  instance, a monk who 
couldd count the king, Princess Sirindhorn, and, particularly , high 
militar yy among his followers, disintegrated not long after  his death. 
Thee popularity of Somdet To, who died over  a century ago, and 

Inn a similar vein Taylor speaks of a 'chedi cult' (stupa cult) (1993:154-164). 
Thee veneration for certain monks for one part is expressed in the construction of 
huge,, costly stupas, containing relics of the deceased monk. The cults of amulets, 
chedi,chedi, and luang pho are largely one phenomenon, reflecting different aspects of 
ann exploding need for supernatural support. 
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Luangg Pu Thuat, who died many centuries ago, however never seem 
too wane. 

Thee extensive mass-media coverage of luang pho and their 
magicall  qualities not only accelerates and broadens the dissemina-
tionn of their fame, but also should be understood as being an ex-
pressionn of the tremendous need for these qualities. That this need is 
nott easily satisfied is apparent from the enormous quantities of 
amuletss produced with the images of luang pho, the endless stream 
off  biographies and other publications dedicated to the lives and 
miracless of the luang pho, and the increasing number of (sometimes 
huge)) luang pho statues erected at temples and other places of wor-
shipp (cf. Taylor 1993). To understand how earlier individual, re-
gionall  luang pho cults evolved into a nation-wide phenomenon in 
thee early fifties, I wil l give a short overview of the development of 
thee cult of Luang Pu Thuat. Apart from the fact that the Luang Pu 
Thuatt cult so prominently co-exists with the King Chulalongkorn 
cultt at present, there are two other arguments to concentrate on 
Luangg Pu Thuat first. First, thanks to Peltier's research, it is - to my 
knowledgee - the only luang pho cult of which details about the ini-
tiall  stage of its development into a mass media phenomenon exist. 
Second,, as wil l be shown, the veneration for Luang Pu Thuat is the 
firstfirst local luang pho veneration that developed into a true national 
luangluang pho mass media cult - or at least one of the first. This pro-
videss us with the rare opportunity of a glance at the initial underly-
ingg needs, emotions, and circumstances of the worshippers. 

Thee Luang Pu Thuat amulet given to Suchart in 1960 cer-
tainlyy was not a seventeenth-century object made by Luang Pu 
Thuatt himself. As I was told, the first Luang Pu Thuat amulets were 
onlyy made in 1954 - or according to another source in 1952 (see 
Peltierr 1977:69, note 2). Charoen (a teacher of photography at a vo-
cationall  college in Chiang Mai), both a fervent amulet collector and 
aa worshipper of Luang Pu Thuat, told me the following. In 1954, 
thee abbot (Luang Pho Thim) of Wat Chang Hai - a temple not far 
fromm the Malaysian border of which Luang Pu Thuat is said to have 
beenn the abbot - had a vision in which Luang Pu Thuat instructed 
himm to make amulets with his image (see also Peltier 1977:69-70; 
Maudd [forthcoming]).63 In this respect, the Luang Pu Thuat amulets 

Onn my question how the abbot knew for certain that he saw Luang Pu Thuat, 
andd not another monk, Charoen told me that the looks of Luang Pu Thuat were 
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weree radically different from traditional amulets. Traditional amu-
letss have the shape of a Buddha figure, or  bear  the image of the 
Buddha.. Amulets with monks' effigies have characterised the luang 
phopho cult ever  since.64 

Wee may wonder  what the effigies of these venerated monks 
onn this new type of amulets have to offer  that the image of the Bud-
dhaa on a traditional amulet fails to provide. A key for  understanding 
thee specific qualities of this innovation may be that luang pho are 
concretee actors in contemporary or  relatively recent Thai history, 
whereass the Buddha is too abstract and too far  away to enable the 
establishmentt  of a direct personal relationship. Locally venerated 
monkss always have been providing advice and magical protection 
too lay followers. For  their  devotees such monks are thi phung (pa-
trons,, see Chapter  II  and, for  instance, Dr  Phichai's case). To my 
view,, the introduction of portrai t amulets in the luang pho cult and 
subsequentlyy posters, photographs, and statuettes, offered a new 
possibility::  to detach the establishment of a direct personal link with 
aa luang pho from the requirement of his physical nearness, a proc-
esss analogous to the role of portrait s in the King Chulalongkorn cult 
ass described in Chapter  II . The luang pho cult, therefore, shares 
withh the King Chulalongkorn cult the characteristic of being a 'cult 
off  portraits '  and in that sense should be regarded as a true precursor 
off  the King Chulalongkorn cult. A brief comparison between the 
differentt  groups among which the cults of Luang Pu Thuat, Somdet 
To,, and King Chulalongkorn began - in respectively, the fifties, the 
sixtiess and the early nineties - and their  specific concerns and inter-
ests,, wil l clarify what the King Chulalongkorn cult offered beyond 
thee already existing luang pho portrai t cults. 

alreadyy known, pointing to a huge poster of a photo (!) of the monk on the wall (a 
photoo of a wax statue). Already earlier, in a vision to an artisan, Luang Pu Thuat 
hadd manifested himself, describing himself in such detail that the man was able to 
makee a portrait truly resembling the monk. This explanation implies that the 
Luangg Pu Thuat cult was developing already before 1954. The earliest miracle 
attributedd to Luang Pu Thuat is said to have taken place in 1942 (cf. Hauser 
1977:59-60). . 
644 For Thai amulet collectors such 'modern' amulets are as genuine as tradition-
allyy styled amulets. They distinguish two categories of genuine amulets: amulets 
madee by luang pho and ancient amulets found at old temples and historical sites 
(seee for instance the FAQ page of Lek Watruak's website on Thai amulets: 
http://www.geocities.coni/rokyoyTeahouse/1428). . 
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LuangLuang Pu Thuat: protection for military 
Nott long after the manufacture of the first Luang Pu Thuat amulets, 
ass the story goes, a group of soldiers of the Thai border police mi-
raculouslyy survived an ambush set up by Malaysian rebels. It turned 
outt that the soldiers had been wearing the new Luang Pu Thuat 
amulets,, which explained their survival. The incident was widely 
coveredd in the national press, and made soldiers and officials of 
threee army divisions replace their old amulets with Luang Pu Thuat 
amulets.. The resulting increase of the demand for Luang Pu Thuat 
amuletss lead other temples to produce their own Luang Pu Thuat 
amulets.. Not much later, Luang Pho Thim was invited to preside 
overr several Luang Pu Thuat amulet consecration ceremonies in 
Bangkokk (Peltier 1977:70). Peltier gives a threefold argument to 
explainn the nation-wide explosive development of the Luang Pu 
Thuatt cult. First, a local cult existed already. Second, border inci-
dentss and attacks by rebel groups fostered the need for magical pro-
tectionn among military. Third, mass-media helped to spread the 
newss of the first miracles fast, and all over the country. Peltier illus-
tratess the latter argument by observing that the fame of Luang Pu 
Thuatt in the early seventies even reached into Eastern Laos and 
Westernn Burma, where Thai is well understood and Thai media -
press,, radio, and television - are widespread and easily received 
(ibid.:69).. Presently, a similar observation can be made for the King 
Chulalongkornn cult. Portraits of the king are often arranged on Lao-
tiann altars amidst images of Laotian royalty (Evans 1998:xvii-xviii). 

Supernaturall  protection against physical threats always has 
beenn part of magical practices around military and warriorship, or 
actually,, manhood in general. There is a vast repertoire of tattoos, 
magicall  formulae and amulets protecting the skin against punctures 
byy knives, swords, or bullets, to block enemy guns, or to make a 
mann invisible to his enemies. Most of such protection was, and still 
is,, provided by specialised monks, who pass the secrets of their 
knowledgee to a select group of disciples (see Terwiel 1994; Turton 
1991).. In this light, it is quite understandable that the actual physi-
call  threats imposed by the Cold War and the actual wars in South-
eastt Asia, so shortly upon the Second World War, boosted the need 
forr magical protection among Thai military (cf. Peltier: 1977:50). 
Sincee the 'ambush miracle' Luang Pu Thuat - to my view initially 
moree or less coincidentally - has remained popular in military cir-
cles.. The monk's amulets still are strongly associated with 'invul-
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nerability ''  or, more generally, protection against a violent death (tai 
hong).hong). Charoen gave a recent example of this power. In a newspa-
perr  article he had read about the Thai Airways plane crash in China, 
earlyy in 1997, which left many people dead. The only person not 
harmedd at alll  was wearing a Luang Pu Thuat amulet. 

Thee luangpho cult, however, did not remain limited to Luang 
Puu Thuat, nor  to militar y circles, but rapidly expanded to a multi -
tudee of luangpho and to other  sections of society. Soon many other 
monkss - all famous for  more or  less specific supernatural qualities 
andd powerful amulets - became the object of a nation-wide venera-
tion.655 Tambiah - whose research into this subject dates from the 
latee seventies - relates, in rather  general wording, the increasing 
popularit yy of amulets to the uncertainties and dangers that went 
withh the modern, urban lif e of that time (1988:228-229). To my 
view,, we have to understand the particular  popularity of Somdet To 
inn this context. 

SomdetSomdet To: assistance to civil servants 
Forr  many worshippers, Somdet To embodies compassion (metta). 
Thee legend of Somdet To encompasses several anecdotes on the 
monk'ss loving kindness. In the movie Nang Nak, (Mrs. Nak, 1999) 
Somdett  To saves a village community from the upset, mourning 
spiritt  of Mrs. Nak by directing his compassion (phrae metta) to-
wardss the spirit.66 It is believed that a particular  power  of Somdet 
Too is to support someone in his relationship with his superiors (see 
alsoo Peltier  1977:97). Somdet To amulets (phra somdet), or  reciting 
thee phra khatha chinnapanchon, evokes the compassion of those 
whoo are higher  in the hierarchy, which increases somebody's 
chancess of getting a raise in salary or  a job promotion.67 The need 

Peltierr compiled a list of 389 luang pho on the basis of the popular press 
(1977:29-47). . 

Thee connection made between the legend (tamnan) of Nang Nak and Somdet 
Too is not an invention of the director of the movie. The Prayers Society, for in-
stance,, disseminates littl e cards, in size and design almost like a name-card, with 
aa special, short Somdet To khatha, named khatha metta maha niyom (the Great 
Favoritee Compassion Formula), which according to the card Somdet To 'in-
structedd to Nang Nak' (son mae nak phra khanong). 
677 Phra somdet amulets show the Buddha on a three-, seven-, or nine-layered 
pedestall  and not the effigy of Somdet To, because they are (supposed to be) late 
nineteenthh century amulets made by Somdet To himself. Still, though, the cult of 
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forr this particular power of Somdet To amulets reflects the concerns 
andd desires of the modern, white-collar workforce, whose numbers 
havee been strongly increasing from the fifties onwards.68 In the 
earlyy seventies the cult of Somdet To was well developed already. 
Thee value of an original phra somdet generally was expressed in 
comparisonn with the price of a car, indicating both the high price 
andd the unobtainability of the object (ibid.). In 1971, anticipating 
thee centenary of Somdet To's demise, a large number of phra som-
detdet were miraculously discovered in an old temple, an event that 
wass widely covered by the press. The amulets were distributed 
amongg those who donated a considerable sum to a fund to restore 
Phromm Rangsi temple, a temple in Lopburi province connected with 
Somdett To (whose full name was Phra Phutthachan To Phrom 
Rangsi),Rangsi), The author of a two volume biography on Somdet To pub-
lishedd in 1962, Professor Chanchit Krasaesin, declared in The 
BangkokBangkok Times that anyone who believed in Somdet To could tes-
tifyy to the authenticity of the amulets (ibid.:189-192). 

Thiss overview shows how changes in popular religious prac-
ticess reflect changing societal circumstances. The differences in 
emphasiss between the different luangpho reflect different anxieties. 
Thee Luang Pu Thuat cult reflects the intensifying military tensions 
inn the region and the military's concern for their physical safety. 
Thee Somdet To cult reflects the career needs of the growing num-
berss of urban employees and civil servants. However, differing em-
phasess do not imply that military officials wil l not, for instance, 
worshipp Somdet To next to Luang Pu Thuat, nor that civil servants 
doo not wear Luang Pu Thuat amulets. As time goes on, the distinc-
tionss tend to become vaguer. Any Thai who believes in the power 
off  amulets is eager to own a genuine Somdet To or Luang Pu Thuat 
amulet,, irrespective of profession or class. After all, military are 
equallyy in need of their superiors' metta for promotion as employ-

Somdett To can equally be considered a cult of portraits, as portraits of the monk 
inn the form of photographs, posters, and statues are to be found everywhere. 
688 Between 1960 and 1975 the Bangkok population almost doubled to 5.9 million. 
Itt also was the period in which the urban economy began to accelerate, and em-
ploymentt in infrastructural projects, and service- and manufacturing industries 
sharplyy increased (Pasuk & Baker 1995:186-187). The number of 'ordinary offi-
cials'' in government service, for instance, expanded from 75,000 in 1944 to 
250,0000 in 1965 (ibid.:288). 
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eess are in need for  protection against tai hong in the form of plane 
orr  car  accidents. 

Apartt  from their  special qualities, saints and their  amulets also 
havee become sources of beneficial power  in general. The simulta-
neouss worshipping of several saints is based both on the idea that 
worshippingg different saints increases the number  of risks covered 
byy their  different qualities and, inasmuch as it concerns beneficial 
powerr  in general, on the idea that 'more is always better.'  King 
Chulalongkornn could, therefore, be easily incorporated in the pan-
theonn of Thai popular  religious figures as is exemplified by the 
commonn joint arrangement of the statues of the foremost luangpho 
andd King Chulalongkorn. What counts for  the individual worship-
perr  is that the luang pho as well as King Chulalongkorn are Thai 
saints,, and are equally part of Thai Buddhism. Illustrativ e in this 
respectt  is the incorporation of Somdet To into the King Chulalong-
kornn myth. Examples are, for  instance, the emphasis put on the in-
timatee relationship between Somdet To and the young Prince 
Chulalongkornn as visualised in figure 22 (see Chapter  III) , and the 
rolee the Huppha Sawan ascribes to Somdet To in the Pak Nam inci-
dentt  (see Chapter  I). 

KingKing Chulalongkorn: support for the self-employed 
Heree we are back at the point of departure of the present section: the 
co-existencee of the King Chulalongkorn cult with so many other 
cults.. To address the question of which new qualities King Chu-
lalongkornn contributed to the pantheon of venerated saints, I finally 
wantt  to discuss the group among which the King Chulalongkorn 
cultt  initiall y developed, because, as we have seen in the case of 
Luangg Pu Thuat and Somdet To, these qualities are best articulated 
byy the concerns of the first  worshippers in the initia l stage of a cult. 
Att  the same time I wil l discuss which new developments in Thai 
societyy are reflected in the King Chulalongkorn cult. 

Thee veneration for  King Chulalongkorn evolved into a public 
cultt  in the late eighties/early nineties among urban people with an 
uncertainn income. According to Nithi , mainly entrepreneurs and 
businesss people - ranging from street vendors, shop keepers, and 
restaurantt  owners to real estate agents and developers, stock traders 
andd other  self-employed people - came to worship King Chu-
lalongkornn at the equestrian statue (1993:12). For  entrepreneurs, 
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whoo for their prospects cannot rely on the benevolence of a direct 
superior,, the image of the king as a benevolent father interested in 
thee well-being of any Thai made him an ideal figure to adopt as a 
patron. . 

Thee first public manifestations of the cult coincided with a 
drasticc acceleration of the Thai economy, which boomed in the sec-
ondd half of the eighties.69 Until 1980 agriculture provided in more 
thann 50% of the country's exports (mainly rice and cassava). Be-
tweenn 1985 and 1995 the export of manufactured products in-
creasedd with 25% annually, leading to a seven-times increase of 
totall  exports in 1995. In that period 'thousands of local firms joined 
inn the surge of export-oriented manufacture,' encompassing the 
productionn of a wide variety of goods such as textiles, electronics, 
jewellery,, wood products, auto parts, and processed goods (Pasuk & 
Bakerr 1998:4). Moreover, in the 1980s the population of the Bang-
kokk region further increased to 8.9 million (Pasuk & Baker 
1995:198,, 207). The zenith of the boom took place between 1987 
andd 1990. Growing confidence of multinationals in the Thai econ-
omyy lead to a strong inflow of foreign capital from 1987 onwards. 
Thiss development, in combination with a continuing rise in export 
profits,, created a boom in the Thai domestic urban market in 1988, 
particularlyy in Bangkok where 48 percent of the country's GDP was 
produced.. Urban consumers increasingly spent money on cars, 
houses,, and luxuries, which in its turn accelerated the growth in real 
estate,, construction, retailing, finance, and telecommunications 
(ibid.:162-164). . 

Highh hopes and great expectations were fed by success stories 
off  overnight millionaires, but were balanced by the fear to stay be-
hindd or to lose one's gain. 'The sky is the limit ' fantasies for one 
partt were reflected in a building boom which rapidly transformed 
thee image of the city. Pasuk and Baker mention, among other ex-
amples,, a bank headquarters modelled after a robot toy (the Bank of 
Asia,, 'the Robot building'), modern condominiums surmounted by 
aa Roman temple (for instance, the Jareemart Apartment), Swiss 
cuckoo-clockk houses, and a 'rowhouse development disguised as a 
medievall  castle complete with drawbridge.' Shopping malls grew in 

Fromm 1985-1995 the Thai economy was the fastest growing economy in the 
worldd with an annual growth of GNP of 8.4%. Second in line was Korea with a 
growthh of 7.7% (Pasuk & Baker 1998:1, 337). 
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numberr and size, offering customers attractions such as amusement 
parks,, swimming pools, zoos, or virtual-reality parlours. A new 
soapp genre appeared on television, dramatising the excitements and 
difficultiess of the life of the very rich (1998:160-164). In addition to 
thee usual modes of speculation (gambling, stock market, real estate) 
thatt go with finance capital this period was characterised by an in-
creasingg proliferation of, borrowing from the Comaroffs, the 'spec-
trall  enchantments' of capitalism (2000:310). In the Thai case 
religiouss movements, spirit cults, and meditation masters were -
andd still are - increasingly supported by the urban middle class, 
who,, to put it bluntly, sought financial gain, or legitimacy of their 
acquiredd wealth, through meritorious conduct (cf. ibid.).70 The large 
numberr of people putting their faith in direct sale companies, as the 
American-basedd Amway and AIA, and the (Thai) Giffarine, formed 
anotherr dimension of 'the allure of accruing wealth from nothing* 
(ibid.:313).71 1 

Thee further development of the King Chulalongkorn cult 
should,, for one part, be understood against this background of in-
tensifyingg preoccupation with wealth. Its spread will also have been 
facilitatedd by the fact that portrait cults around other saints serving 
ass personal patrons were already common practice. The abundance 
off  contemporary portraits of King Chulalongkorn supported a sub-
sequentt differentiation of the king's image. Along with this differ-
entiation,, drawing from the widely known body of narratives 
reflectingg the king's many different qualities, the cult attracted in-
creasinglyy broader circles of the urban middle class. The different 
themess addressed in the narratives enabled the worshippers to for-
mulatee virtually all modern middle-class concerns in terms of the 

II  am referring here, for instance, tot the Thammakai movement. In the 1990s 
sometimess 100,000 people attended their mass meditation meetings. Other exam-
pless are the huge cult centers around Chao Mae Kuan Im (such as 'Tamnak Phra 
Maee Kuam Im' in Bangkok and Chiang Mai), and the increasing popularity of the 
Vegetariann Festival in Phuket. These phenomena all are part of a performative 
urbann spiritualism. 
711 'Direct sale' companies work through a pyramidal structure of 'members', 
eachh member trying to find new members through whom one can increase one's 
ownn sales. Amway sells cleansing agents and cosmetics, AIA (American Insur-
ancee Association) insurance and Giffarine, which is owned by Princess Chula-
pornn (the youngest daughter of King Bhumibol and Queen Sirikit), mainly 
cosmetics. . 
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Kin gg Chulalongkorn myth: modernity, prosperity, reliable and deci-
sivee authorities and politicians, care and protection, Buddhist moral-
ity ,, emancipation, maintenance of independence and identity in a 
globalisingg world, and staying in control of the future. This parallels 
thee above observations on the origins of the Luang Pu Thuat and 
Somdett  To cults, namely that a new cult reflects new concerns 
amongg an increasing number  of people, initiall y in a specific section 
off  society. In the next chapter  we wil l see how the concerns articu-
latedd in the King Chulalongkorn cult dominate the veneration for 
Kin gg Bhumibol as well, and how, as a consequence, the images of 
bothh kings increasingly merge. 
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